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1 Introduction44

The CMS experiment [1] at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has a silicon pixel detector45

as innermost part of the tracking system. Pixel detectors provide 3-dimensional space points in46

the region closest to the interaction point that allow for high-precision charged-particle track-47

ing and for vertex reconstruction [2, 3]. The pixel detector is located in a particularly harsh48

radiation environment characterized by a high track density. The original pixel detector [1]49

consisted of three barrel layers at radii of 44, 73 and 102 mm and two endcap disks on each50

side at distances of 345 and 465 mm from the interaction point. It was designed for a maximum51

instantaneous luminosity of 1× 1034 cm−2 s−1 and a pileup (number of inelastic interactions52

per bunch crossing) of 25 in LHC collisions with 25 ns bunch spacing. With the upgrade of the53

accelerators during the first long shutdown (LS1, 2013-2014), these beam parameters have been54

exceeded and the luminosity and pileup have more than doubled. In order to maintain efficient55

and robust tracking at CMS until the end of Run 3 (expected for 2024), the pixel detector has56

been replaced with an upgraded pixel detector system, referred to as the CMS Phase-1 pixel57

detector [4], in the LHC winter shutdown 2016/2017.58

The CMS Phase-1 pixel detector constitutes an evolutionary upgrade, keeping the well-tested59

key features of the original detector and improving the performance toward higher rate capa-60

bility, improved radiation tolerance, and more robust tracking. It is expected to deliver high61

quality data until the end of LHC Run 3, after which the whole CMS tracker detector will be62

replaced in view of the High-Luminosity LHC [5].63

In this paper, the design and construction of the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector is reviewed and64

its performance from commissioning to early operation in collision data-taking is presented.65

Issues experienced during the first data-taking period are discussed and improvements and66

modifications that have been implemented during the year-end technical stop of the LHC in67

2017/2018, or will be implemented during the second long shutdown (LS2, 2019-2020), are68

explained. These issues are related to the detector readout chips and power system and are69

described in the relevant sections.70

The outline of the paper is as follows. The overall system aspects, main design parameters, and71

performance goals are described in Section 2. The design, assembly, and qualification of the de-72

tector modules is discussed in Section 3. Sections 4, 5, 6 and 7 discuss the detector mechanics,73

readout electronics and data acquisition system as well as the power system and cooling. In74

Section 8 the commissioning of a pilot system is reviewed and in Section 9 the integration, test-75

ing, and installation of the final detector system is described. Results from detector calibration76

and operations are discussed in Sections 10 and 11. A summary and conclusions are presented77

in Section 12. A glossary of special terms and acronyms is given in Section 13.78

2 Design of the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector79

The layout of the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector is optimized to have four-hit coverage over the80

whole pseudorapidity range (|η| < 2.5), improving pattern recognition and track reconstruc-81

tion, but also adding redundancy to cope with hit losses. In 2014, during LS1, a new beam82

pipe with a diameter of 45 mm was installed in CMS, which allowed for a placement of the83

innermost layer closer to the interaction point. As a result the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector con-84

sists of four concentric barrel layers (L1-L4) at radii of 29 mm, 68 mm, 109 mm, and 160 mm,85

and three disks (D1-D3) on each side at distances of 291 mm, 396 mm, and 516 mm from the86

interaction point. The layout of the upgraded pixel detector is compared to that of the original87

pixel detector in Fig. 1. The total silicon area of the upgrade detector is 1.9 m2, while the total88
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silicon area of the original pixel detector was 1.1 m2.89

The pixel detector is built from 1856 segmented hybrid silicon sensor modules, where 118490

modules are used in the barrel pixel detector (BPIX) and 672 modules are used for the endcap91

disks (FPIX). Each module consists of a sensor with 160× 416 pixels connected to 16 readout92

chips. In total there are 124 million readout channels. The design of the detector modules is93

discussed in more detail in Section 3.94

The main design parameters of the upgraded pixel detector are reviewed in Table 1. The BPIX95

detector mechanically consists of two half-barrels (Fig. 2) with a length of 540 mm, each divided96

into four layers (called half-shells). Similarly the FPIX detector is assembled from twelve half-97

disks with a radial coverage from 45 to 161 mm. The half-disks are further divided into inner98

and outer half-rings supporting 22 and 34 modules, respectively. The division of the detector99

into mechanically independent halves makes it possible to install the pixel detector inside the100

CMS detector with the beam pipe in place. This scheme allowed for installing the upgraded101

pixel detector system within the limited period of time during the extended technical stop in102

winter 2016/2017. Furthermore, it permits access to the detector for maintenance work and103

refurbishment during the short periods of LHC year-end technical stops.104

Table 1: Summary of radii, z positions and number of modules for the four BPIX layers and the
six FPIX rings.

BPIX
Layer Radius z position Number of modules
L1 29 mm −270 to+270 mm 96
L2 68 mm −270 to,+270 mm 224
L3 109 mm −270 to+270 mm 352
L4 160 mm −270 to+270 mm 512

FPIX
Disk Radius z position Number of modules
D1 inner ring 45–110 mm ±338 mm 88
D1 outer ring 96–161 mm ±309 mm 136
D2 inner ring 45–110 mm ±413 mm 88
D2 outer ring 96–161 mm ±384 mm 136
D3 inner ring 45–110 mm ±508 mm 88
D3 outer ring 96–161 mm ±479 mm 136

The BPIX and FPIX detectors are each connected to four service half-cylinders that hold the105

readout and control circuits and guide the power lines and cooling tubes of the detector, as106

shown in Fig. 2. The BPIX detector is divided into two mechanically independent halves, both107

composed of one half detector and two service half-cylinders. The FPIX detector is divided108

into four mechanically independent quadrants, each formed by three half-disks installed in a109

service half-cylinder.110

The upgraded system has to fit into the same mechanical envelope as the original system and to111

partly reuse existing services. This has put strong constraints on the design of the new system.112

In particular, higher bandwidth electronics is needed to be able to transmit the increased data113

volume from the upgraded detector through the existing optical fibers to the data acquisition114

(DAQ) system. Since the upgraded pixel detector has 1.9 times more channels than the original115
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Upgrade 

Original 

Figure 1: Layout of the upgraded pixel detector compared to the original detector layout in
longitudinal view.

pixel detector, the power consumption increases accordingly. The upgraded pixel detector116

system uses DC-DC power converters to supply the necessary current to the modules while117

reusing the existing cables from the power supply racks to the tracker detector patch panel118

inside the CMS magnet bore. Sections 5 and 6 give more information about the readout and119

power systems of the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector.120

In order to optimize the tracking and vertexing resolution it is crucial to minimize the ma-121

terial used in the detector. Despite the additional sensor layers the material budget of the122

CMS Phase-1 pixel detector is almost unchanged compared to the original detector. This is123

Figure 2: Drawing of the Phase-1 BPIX and FPIX detectors together with the service half-
cylinders that hold the readout and control circuits as well as power and cooling lines.
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Figure 3: Material budget in units of (left) radiation lengths, X0, and (right) hadronic interaction
lengths, λ0, as a function of pseudorapidity, η. The material budget of the original pixel detector
is compared to the Phase-1 pixel detector upgrade. The material budget of the Phase-1 pixel
detector is split into the contributions of the different categories.

achieved by using advanced carbon fiber materials for the mechanical structure and adopting124

the use of a two-phase CO2 cooling system. Furthermore, the electronic boards on the service125

half-cylinders are placed at higher pseudorapidities, outside of the sensitive tracking volume.126

Figure 3 shows the material budget of the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector in terms of radiation127

lengths and hadronic interaction lengths as a function of pseudorapidity.128

With the innermost layer placed at a radius of 29 mm from the collision point the detector has129

to withstand very high radiation doses and hit rates, as shown in Table 2. A hadron fluence of130

3.6× 1015neq/cm2 (fluence measured in units of 1 MeV neutron equivalents) is expected to be131

accumulated in the innermost layer after collecting an integrated luminosity of 500 fb−1. This132

fluence is about twice as high as the operational limits of the proposed system [4]. Therefore a133

replacement of the innermost BPIX layer is foreseen during LS2. The fluence in the second layer134

of the BPIX detector is about four times less and hence BPIX L2 will stay operational during the135

entire period. The same is true for the modules in the innermost ring in FPIX.136

The ability to cope with expected hit rates two to three times higher compared to the origi-137

nal detector in the outer BPIX layers and FPIX and up to almost 600 MHz/cm2 in BPIX L1 is138

achieved by the design of new readout chips, as discussed in Section 3.2.139

Because of these improvements, the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector has the same, or even better,140

performance compared to the original detector at twice as large instantaneous luminosity.141

3 Silicon sensor modules142

The upgraded pixel detector uses a similar module design as the BPIX modules of the original143

detector. A pixel detector module is built from a planar silicon sensor with an active area144

of 16.2× 64.8 mm2, bump-bonded to an array of 2 × 8 readout chips (ROCs). Each ROC is145

segmented into 4160 readout channels and reads out the pulse height information for each146

pixel. The standard pixel size is 100× 150 µm2 (as in the original pixel detector). Since two147

ROCs can only be placed at some minimum distance, pixels along the ROC boundaries have148
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Table 2: Expected hit rate, fluence and radiation dose for the BPIX layers and FPIX rings [6].
The hit rate corresponds to an instantaneous luminosity of 2.0× 1034 cm−2 s−1 [4]. The fluence
and radiation dose are shown for integrated luminosities of 300 fb−1 for BPIX L1 and 500 fb−1

for the other BPIX layers and FPIX disks.

Pixel hit rate Fluence Dose
[MHz/cm2 ] [1015neq/cm2] [Mrad ]

BPIX L1 580 2.2 100
BPIX L2 120 0.9 47
BPIX L3 58 0.4 22
BPIX L4 32 0.3 13
FPIX inner ring 56-260 0.4-2.0 21-106
FPIX outer ring 30-75 0.3-0.5 13-28

BPIX L1 BPIX L2-L4 FPIX 

Figure 4: Drawings of the pixel detector modules for BPIX L1 (left), BPIX L2-4 (middle), and
FPIX (right).

twice the area and those at the corners have four times the area of a standard pixel. On the other149

side of the silicon sensor a high-density interconnect (HDI) flex printed circuit is glued and150

wire-bonded to the ROCs. A token bit manager chip (TBM) controls the readout of the ROCs151

and is mounted on top of the HDI. In order to facilitate module production and maintenance,152

the same rectangular module geometry is used for BPIX and FPIX detectors. Drawings of the153

upgraded pixel detector modules are shown in Fig. 4.154

In BPIX, the orientation of the sensor surface of the modules is parallel to the magnetic field,155

as in the original pixel detector. In FPIX, the modules in the outer rings are rotated by 20◦ in156

a turbine geometry, similar to the original detector. However, to obtain excellent resolution in157

both the azimuthal and radial directions for the inner ring, the modules in the inner ring are158

arranged in an inverted cone array tilted by 12◦ with respect to the interaction point, combined159

with the 20◦ rotation (also shown in Figs. 1 and 20). The sensor orientation in FPIX is such that160

the long side of the pixel is in the radial direction, and thus different with respect to the original161

detector.162

3.1 Sensors163

The sensor design of the original pixel detector was the result of an extensive R&D program164

described in Ref. [7]. Studies with irradiated sensors had been continued and have shown that165

the sensors also fulfill the requirements of the Phase-1 upgrade [8].166

The sensors of the BPIX and the FPIX detector were produced by different companies in order167

not to depend on a single source. The BPIX sensors were produced by CiS Forschungsinstitut168
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für Mikrosensorik in Erfurt, Germany, while the FPIX sensors were manufactured by Sintef169

micro systems and sensors in Oslo, Norway. To achieve an optimal yield, the sensor concept170

and design was tailored to each vendor’s production process, which led to two quite different171

sensor types.172

Both types of sensors are made of silicon and follow the so called n-in-n approach [7], with173

strongly n-doped (n+) pixelated implants on an n-doped silicon bulk and a p-doped backside.174

In a reverse-bias configuration, the n+ implants collect electrons. This is advantageous since175

the electrons have a higher mobility compared to holes and are therefore less affected by charge176

trapping caused by radiation damage in the silicon [9, 10]. This leads to a higher signal charge177

after a high fluence of charged particles. After irradiation-induced space charge sign inversion,178

the highest electric field in the sensor is located close to the n-electrodes used to collect the179

charge, which is also of advantage as it allows to operate the sensors under-depleted. A further180

consequence of the higher mobility of the electrons is the larger Lorentz drift of the signal181

charges. This drift leads to charge sharing between neighboring pixels and is exploited to182

improve the spatial resolution.183

In n-in-n sensors the junction which depletes the sensitive volume is realized as large area184

implant at the back side of the sensor. In order to guarantee a controlled termination of the185

junction towards the device edge a series of so-called guard rings is implemented, meaning186

that both sides of the sensor need photolithographic steps. The guard ring scheme allows187

to have all sensor edges at ground potential, which greatly simplifies the design of detector188

modules.189

The interface between the silicon substrate and the covering silicon oxide charges up positively190

because of ionizing radiation. This causes a conducting electron accumulation layer, eventually191

shorting the electron collecting electrodes. Therefore a so-called n-side isolation is required.192

The technical implementation of this isolation has a large impact on the pixel cell layout and193

was chosen to best match the techniques offered by the two vendors.194

In case of the BPIX sensors the n-side isolation was implemented through the so-called moder-195

ated p-spray technique [11] with a punch through biasing grid. The moderated p-spray tech-196

nique allows for small distances between the pixel implants. Such a layout leads to a homo-197

geneous electric field inside the sensor. This is especially important for the BPIX detector as198

here the spatial resolution relies on charge sharing between neighboring pixels. The small gaps199

between pixel implants also facilitate the implementation of punch through bias structures, the200

bias dots. The bias dots provide a highly resistive connection to each pixel. This can be used201

to apply bias voltage to the sensor prior to any further processing. This in turn allows sen-202

sor quality assurance measurements prior to bump bonding, such as the current-voltage (IV)203

characteristic. A photograph of four pixel cells in a BPIX sensor is shown in Fig. 5 (left).204

The BPIX sensors were produced on approximately 285 µm thick Phosphorous-doped 4-inch205

wafers from silicon mono-crystals produced in the float-zone (FZ) process. The resistivity of206

3.7 kΩ cm leads to an initial full depletion voltage of 55 V. The crystal orientation is 〈111〉. The207

first processing step is an oxidation according to the recommendation of the ROSE collabo-208

ration [9] (Diffusion Oxygenated FZ material). All BPIX sensors were processed using silicon209

originating from the same ingot. Therefore the variations of the full depletion voltage are small.210

Three sensors were placed on one 4-inch wafer. A wafer was accepted when at least two of the211

sensors fulfilled the specifications. Most critical was the requirement of a maximum current of212

2 µA at 150 V reverse bias voltage and a temperature of +17 ◦C.213

The FPIX sensors are using open p-stops for n-side isolation. Each pixel is surrounded by an214
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Figure 5: Photographs of four pixel cells on a BPIX sensor (left) and on a FPIX sensor (right).

individual p-stop which has an opening on one side, as shown in Fig. 5 (right). In-between215

the p-stops electrons will accumulate close to the surface and form a resistive grid covering the216

whole sensor. The resistance depends strongly on the back side voltage. The openings provide217

a connection of each pixel to this grid which has the same functionality as the bias dots in the218

BPIX layout. Owing to the presence of the p-stops the distance between the charge collecting219

pixel electrodes is larger compared to the BPIX sensors, which leads to a smaller capacitance.220

The disadvantage – a less homogeneous drift field – is of less importance in the forward region221

as the charge sharing between pixels is not caused by the magnetic field.222

The FPIX sensors have been produced on 300 µm thick 6-inch FZ-wafers in 〈100〉-orientation.223

Eight sensors were placed on one wafer. A wafer was accepted as good if at least six of the224

sensors fulfilled the specifications [12].225

By design the good position resolution of the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector depends strongly226

on the charge sharing between pixels. The close-to-square pixel shape of 100× 150 µm2 means227

that in order to obtain an optimal position measurement in the azimuthal direction (the bending228

plane for charged particle tracks within the CMS magnet) the charge width1 has to be of the229

order of the pixel pitch, that is 100 µm. In the strong magnetic field of 3.8 T provided by the230

CMS magnet the Lorentz angle (LA) for the drifting electrons has a value of about 37◦. With231

the sensor thickness of 285 µm this produces a charge width of 215 µm, which is sufficient to232

share the charge between at least two pixels. The LA depends strongly on the bias voltage of233

the sensor and weakly on the temperature. It is also affected by the radiation damage in the234

sensor. This means that in order to obtain the optimal position resolution the LA has to be235

regularly monitored (Section 11.4.2).236

The durability of the modules is to a large extent defined by the possibility to increase the sensor237

bias voltage to obtain a sufficiently high signal charge. During operation in Run 2, modules in238

the innermost layer have been run with good efficiency at a bias voltage of 450 V up to an239

integrated luminosity of almost 120 fb−1, collected in 2017 and 2018. After the replacement the240

new innermost BPIX layer has to withstand a fluence which is expected to be about twice as241

high. In order to maintain a high enough signal charge until the end of Run 3, the pixel detector242

power supplies will be upgraded to deliver a maximum voltage of 800 V.243

3.2 Readout chip244

The upgraded ROCs used in the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector (PSI46dig [13], PROC600 [14])245

are manufactured in the same 250 nm CMOS technology as the ROC used in the original pixel246

1The charge width is defined as the projection on the module coordinates of the area where the charge is collected
on the detector surface.
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Table 3: Parameters and design requirements for PSI46dig and PROC600.

PSI46dig PROC600
Detector layer BPIX L2-L4 and FPIX BPIX L1
ROC size 7.9 mm× 10.2 mm 7.9 mm× 10.6 mm
Pixel size 150 µm× 100 µm 150 µm× 100 µm
Number of pixels 52× 80 52× 80
In-time threshold < 2000 e− < 2000 e−

Pixel hit loss < 2% at 150 MHz/cm2 ≈ 3% at 580 MHz/cm2

Readout speed 160 Mb/s 160 Mb/s
Radiation tolerance 120 Mrad 120 Mrad

detector (PSI46 [15]). The design requirements for PSI46dig and PROC600 are summarized in247

Table 3.248

The PSI46dig is used in the outer BPIX layers (L2-4) and in FPIX. It maintains the well tested249

and reliable core of the original ROC and its readout architecture based on the column-drain250

mechanism [16].251

The pixel matrix consists of an array of pixel unit cells (PUC) arranged in 26 × 80 double252

columns, which are controlled by the double-column periphery. The double columns, the253

double-column periphery, and the chip periphery are the three main functional units of a ROC.254

They fulfill the task of recording the position and charge of all hit pixels with a time resolution255

of 25 ns, and store the information on-chip during the Level-1 trigger latency of the CMS ex-256

periment (currently 4.15 µs). The behavior of the PSI46dig is controlled by means of 19 digital-257

to-analog converter (DAC) registers which can be programmed using a 40 MHz serial bus. The258

design of the pixel matrix remains essentially unchanged compared to the PSI46, except for the259

implementation of an improved charge discriminator. Modifications are mainly made in the260

chip periphery to overcome the limitations of the PSI46 at high rate. The ROCs need two dif-261

ferent power supplies, namely +2.5 V and +1.5 V. They feed the digital and analog circuit parts262

through internal linear voltage regulators.263

The PUC can receive a signal either through a charge deposition in the sensor or by inject-264

ing a calibration signal. Within the PUC, the signal is first passed through a two-stage pre-265

amplifier/shaper system to a comparator, where zero-suppression is applied. The comparator266

threshold is set by a DAC for the whole ROC, but can be adjusted via a 4-bit DAC (trim bits)267

for each pixel individually. If a signal exceeds the comparator threshold the hit information is268

stored, the corresponding pixel becomes insensitive, and the column periphery is notified. The269

column periphery writes the value of the bunch crossing counter into a time-stamp buffer and270

issues a readout token. A column drain mechanism is initialized to read out the pixel hit infor-271

mation. Hit pixels send the registered analog pulse-height information together with the pixel272

address to the column periphery for storage in the data buffers, before being set again into data273

taking mode. The communication between the PUC and the periphery allows for three pend-274

ing column drains. Upon arrival of the Level-1 trigger-accept (L1A) signal, the double-column275

periphery verifies the pixel hit information by comparing the time stamp with a counter de-276

layed with respect to the bunch crossing counter by the trigger latency. In case of agreement277

the double column is set into readout mode and is not ready to accept any new data, otherwise278

the data in the corresponding buffer are discarded. When the readout token issued by the TBM279

arrives at the double-column periphery the validated data are sent to the chip periphery and280

the double column is reset.281
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Figure 6: Measured and simulated efficiencies for PSI46 and PSI46dig as a function of X-ray hit
rates [18].

The main changes for the PSI46dig include the increase of the size of the data and time-stamp282

buffers to store the hit information during the trigger latency, the implementation of an addi-283

tional readout buffer stage to reduce dead time during the column readout, and the adoption of284

160 Mb/s digital readout. The readout speed of the ROC itself is unchanged, but the transition285

from 40 MHz analog coded data to 160 Mb/s digital data allows faster readout of the modules.286

Consequently an 8-bit successive approximation Analog-to-digital converter (ADC) running at287

80 MHz has been implemented in the PSI46dig. Digitized data are stored in a 64× 23 bit first-288

in-first-out register, which is read out serially at 160 MHz. A phase-locked loop (PLL) circuit289

has been added to derive the 80 and 160 MHz clock frequencies from the LHC clock.290

The improvements in the design of the charge discriminator reduce cross talk between pixels291

and time walk of the signal [15] and thus lead to lower threshold operation (below 1500 e− with292

noise at less than 100 e−). Furthermore, a higher radiation tolerance is achieved. The radiation293

tolerance of the PSI46dig has been tested after irradiation to up to 150 Mrad using a 23 MeV294

proton beam at the ZAG Cyclotron in Karlsruhe. The PSI46dig shows excellent performance,295

and threshold and noise characteristics remain basically unchanged after irradiation [17].296

The single-pixel hit efficiency at high rates has been measured using the internal calibration297

signal while exposing the ROC to high-rate X-rays [18]. The efficiency has been measured298

for pixel hit rates up to 300 MHz/cm2 and was found to be in excellent agreement with ex-299

pectations based on detailed architecture simulations, as shown in Fig. 6. Based on the same300

architecture simulation but now using proton-proton collision data, the data losses in FPIX and301

in the outer BPIX layers are less than 2% at the expected maximum hit rate of 120 MHz/cm2.302

The PROC600 has been designed for the innermost layer, where hit rates of up to almost303

600 MHz/cm2 are expected. The main design requirements for the PROC600 are faster hit304

transfer from pixels to the periphery as well as dead-time free buffer management. This has305

been achieved by a complete redesign of the double column. In the PROC600 the pixels within306

a double column are dynamically grouped into clusters of four and read out simultaneously to307

enable faster readout. The readout is zero-suppressed in order to remove pixels in the clusters308

without measured signal amplitude. Furthermore, a new checkout mechanism has been im-309

plemented that allows the column drain to run continuously and that does not require a buffer310

reset. An improved communication logic design between the PUC and the periphery allows311

for seven pending column drains in the PROC600, compared to three pending column drains312
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in the PSI46dig.313

The radiation tolerance of the PROC600 has been tested under proton irradiation to doses up to314

480 Mrad [14]. The PROC600 remains fully operational after irradiation to a dose of 120 Mrad,315

which is larger than the total dose expected during its operation in the innermost BPIX layer.316

Even at doses of up to 480 Mrad only a slight degradation in the performance is observed.317

Furthermore, the high-rate performance of the PROC600 has been studied in laboratory tests318

with X-rays as well as in a 200 MeV proton beam at PSI [14].319

The PROC600 has delivered good quality physics data during operation in the innermost pixel320

detector layer in 2017 and 2018. Two shortcomings of the PROC600 have been noticed during321

data-taking. One is a higher than expected noise at high data rates. The second is a lower322

than expected efficiency, also at high data rates, because of a rare loss of data synchronization323

in double columns. Both problems were mitigated by operational procedures (discussed in324

Sections 10 and 11), avoiding to compromise the data quality. Nevertheless, a revised design325

of the PROC600, to be used in the replacement of the innermost BPIX layer in Run 3, has been326

developed.327

The main change in the revised version of the PROC600 addresses rare events of data synchro-328

nization loss in the double columns which lead to lower hit efficiencies during operation. The329

issue has been tracked to a timing error in the time-stamp buffer of the double column, which330

leads to inefficiencies at low and high trigger rates. When the time-stamp buffer is full the dou-331

ble column does no longer acquire new hits until the content of the buffer cell with the oldest332

hit information is cleared. If a coincidence of going back to acquisition mode and a new hit in333

a pixel occurs, it can generate a spurious column drain and thus loss of synchronization of the334

double column such that subsequent hits are not assigned to the correct event. Since the time335

stamp buffer is filled more frequently when the occupancy is high, the effect of the spurious336

signal affects the efficiency when running at high luminosity. At low rates, a very specific se-337

quence of events generates a wrong time-stamp buffer full signal. This in itself would not be338

a problem, but in combination with the issue of spurious column drains described above can339

again lead to a loss of synchronization. In both cases synchronization is restored by sending a340

reset signal to the double column. During operation reset signals were sent at a frequency of341

70 Hz to mitigate the inefficiencies at low instantaneous luminosity [19] (Section 11.4.3). Both342

timing issues have been corrected in the buffer logic of the revised PROC600. The high-rate343

performance of the revised version of the PROC600 has been studied by measuring the single-344

pixel hit efficiency during operation in a high-rate proton beam. The result is shown in Fig. 7.345

The revised version of the PROC600 maintains a single-pixel hit efficiency above 95% at rates346

up to 600 MHz/cm2. Furthermore, in the revised version of the PROC600 the time-walk be-347

havior has been optimized by adjusting the speed of the comparator; in addition an improved348

routing and shielding of power lines leads to lower noise and lower cross talk between pixels.349

3.3 Token bit manager350

The main functionality of the token bit manager (TBM) is to synchronize the data transmission.351

The TBM issues a readout token upon arrival of an L1A signal from the CMS backend trigger352

electronics [20]. The token is passed to the ROCs and the readout is initialized. The last ROC353

in the chain sends the token back to the TBM. The TBM multiplexes the signals from the ROCs,354

adds a header and a trailer to the data stream, and drives the signal through the readout link.355

Before issuing the next readout token, the TBM awaits the return of the previous token. Trigger356

signals that arrive during the time the readout of a previous event is still in process are placed357

on a stack (up to 32 trigger signals).358
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Figure 7: Measured single-pixel hit efficiency for the PROC600 as a function of pixel hit rate in
the 200 MeV proton beam at PSI. The version of the PROC600 used in the CMS experiment in
operation in 2017 and 2018 is compared to the revised version of the chip that will be used in
the replacement of BPIX L1 in Run 3.

The TBMs for the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector are a digital evolution of the respective ana-359

log chip used in the original CMS pixel detector [21]. To increase the data bandwidth sent360

from a module, two 160 Mb/s ROC signal paths with one path inverted are multiplexed into a361

320 Mb/s signal, then encoded into a 4-bit/5-bit Non-Return to Zero Inverted (NRZI) 400 Mb/s362

data stream, suitable for use in transmitting the data optically to the downstream DAQ sys-363

tem. By adopting a digital readout at 400 Mb/s and using four links per module in BPIX L1,364

the readout bandwidth is increased by a factor of four compared to the original innermost365

layer with two analog links at 40 MHz. The digital TBM has single output (TBM08) and dual366

output (TBM09, TBM10) versions, where the latter models differ only in the delay between367

the trigger and when tokens are sent to initiate ROC readout. The TBM08 has two indepen-368

dent 160 Mb/s ROC readout paths, and the TBM09 and TBM10 have four separate, semi in-369

dependent, 160 Mb/s ROC readout paths. The headers and trailers corresponding to the two370

160 Mb/s ROC readout paths that share a 400 Mb/s readout link are sent synchronously. The371

time when one of the 160 Mb/s readout paths in the TBM09 and TBM10 is idle is filled with372

digital zeros.373

Each TBM has a 5-bit hub address that is set by wire-bond connections between pads on the374

TBM and on the HDI. The hub address is used to uniquely identify each module served by375

a given control link to send the configuration information to the correct TBM for subsequent376

loading into the ROCs. In BPIX, up to 28 modules are served by the same control link, while in377

FPIX 14 modules share a common link.378

In addition to the increased output bandwidth, several features were added to the TBMs for the379

Phase-1 upgrade. A token timeout was added that resets the ROCs and drains buffered data of380
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the triggered events on the stack if a token does not return within an adjustable amount of time.381

The adjustment is 6.4 µs times an 8-bit setting and can be disabled. The functionality of issuing382

an automatic reset was added in order to send periodic ROC resets every N triggers, where N is383

a multiple of 256 times an 8-bit setting. However this functionality has not been used. Instead it384

was decided that the periodic reset signals are issued centrally, by the CMS trigger and control385

system, to recover from the loss of synchronization of the PROC600. The periodic reset signals386

are sent after 3000 bunch crossings without L1A signals in order to drain the data from the387

ROC buffers and avoid to lose them. Because of adopting a digital readout, delay adjustments388

were added for the ROC readouts, the token outputs, the data headers and the data trailers.389

Relative phase adjustments between the 40 MHz incoming clock, the 160 MHz clock and the390

400 MHz clock were also added. The size of the data header was increased to allow additional391

TBM status information to be transmitted (currently an unused feature). The size of the data392

trailer was increased to indicate whether a token timeout and/or automatic reset occurred and393

to transmit the number of buffered trigger signals on the stack waiting to be processed.394

Operation of the TBM during collision data taking revealed vulnerability to single event upsets395

(SEUs). SEUs are events in which a highly ionizing particle deposits so much energy in silicon396

that it disturbs the functioning of a transistor and changes its state. The transistor design can be397

modified to make it more robust, however the effect cannot be completely eliminated. There-398

fore, with some probability, every transistor in the pixel detector readout chain will be affected399

by SEUs. Because of a design issue in the TBM a single transistor is not protected against SEUs400

and it cannot be reset by a reset signal. Whenever it is blocked, the readout chain is interrupted401

and it can only be recovered by a power cycle. This means that parts of the pixel detector have402

to be periodically power-cycled. Since the flux of particles is highest in the region closest to403

the interaction point, BPIX L1 is most affected by this issue. The observed fraction of TBM404

cores (two cores per TBM) getting blocked in BPIX L1 is about 0.7% per 100 pb−1 of integrated405

luminosity.406

An additional iteration of the TBM08 and TBM10 was done in the spring of 2018 in order to407

address the TBM SEU issue and to add an adjustable, up to 32 ns, delay to the 40 MHz clock.408

The delay was added to allow finer adjustment of the relative timing between modules (Sec-409

tion 11.2). The new chips will be used in new modules after replacement during the consolida-410

tion work in LS2.411

3.4 BPIX module construction412

The 1184 BPIX modules installed in the detector all have the same geometry, but three module413

designs were needed to meet the requirements of the different layers. BPIX L3 and L4 modules414

are of identical design, based on the PSI46dig ROC and the TBM08 with one readout link per415

module. The BPIX L2 modules have also the PSI46dig ROC but a TBM09 chip with two readout416

links, to match the higher data volume at smaller radii. The hit rates in BPIX L1 required not417

only two TBM10 chips with a total of four readout links, but also the PROC600, different cables,418

and, because of severe space constraints, a different mounting scheme. The different module419

types are summarized in Table 4.420

The production of the BPIX modules was shared by five consortia, including institutions from421

Germany, Switzerland, Italy, Finland and Taiwan, in five different module-assembly centers.422

ROCs and TBMs were probed on wafers before dicing. The yield was 93% and 53%2 for423

ROCs and TBMs, respectively. While the assembly tools and procedures were mostly stan-424

2A batch of TBMs produced for the new L1 of BPIX was found to have a yield close to 90% after a new wafer
cleaning method was used before probing.
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Table 4: Overview of module types used in the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector.

ROC Number of TBM Number of Number of
ROCs TBMs 400 Mb/s readout links

BPIX L1 PROC600 16 TBM10 2 4
BPIX L2 PSI46dig 16 TBM09 1 2
BPIX L3, L4 & FPIX PSI46dig 16 TBM08 1 1

dardized [22], each center used different bump-bonding techniques. Two module-assembly425

centers worked with industrial vendors for the indium bump bonding (IZM [23, 24] for INFN426

and ADVACAM [25] for CERN/National Taiwan University/University of Helsinki). Bump427

bonding for the Swiss institutions was done in cooperation with Dectris [26], based on the428

indium process developed at PSI [27]. The KIT/RWTH Aachen production has developed a429

cost-effective combination of an in-house flip-chip step at KIT with SnPb bumps deposited on430

ROC wafers by RTI [28–30]. The DESY/University of Hamburg production was done com-431

pletely in-house except for the under-bump metallization (UBM) of sensors. The sensor UBM432

consists of electroless nickel plating by PacTech [31, 32], which is also used in the KIT process.433

Solder balls were placed sequentially with a laser-assisted solder-sphere jetting technique, at434

a rate of 6-8 balls per second [32]. The quality of the bump bonding was in each case verified435

as soon as the bump-bonded assemblies (’bare modules’) were produced, or received by the436

module-assembly center. Thereby single ROCs were contacted individually with a probe-card437

while supplying bias voltage to the sensor. This test verified that the chips are functional, the438

sensor does not draw excessive leakage current and the bump-bonding yield was good. The439

result of the test was useful as a quick feedback for the bump-bonding process quality. The440

replacement of single ROCs that failed in an otherwise good module was practiced by four of441

the five centers and 10-20% were reworked with good yield. The total bump-bonding yield,442

including rework, varied from center-to-center, and ranged between 84% and an excellent 96%.443

To turn the bare module into a full module, a thin four-layer HDI was glued onto the back of444

the sensor and wire-bonded to the ROCs. The gluing stations were operated manually with445

alignment pins guaranteeing sufficient mounting precision. TBMs had already been mounted,446

wired-bonded and tested on the HDI before joining the HDI and the bare module. In contrast447

to the original pixel detector modules, the cable of the upgrade modules was not attached448

permanently but could be disconnected. A temporary short cable stayed connected during449

module assembly and testing and was only replaced by the long final cable for mounting on450

the detector mechanics.451

BPIX L2-4 modules are mounted using base strips, that were glued under the ROCs on the452

two long sides of the module (Fig. 4, center). Silicon nitride was chosen as the material for the453

base strips, as it exhibits a similar coefficient of thermal expansion as silicon. The base strips454

have extensions with holes for mounting screws that match the mounting points on the BPIX455

mechanics. A drawing of the cross section of a detector module for BPIX L2-4 is shown in456

Fig. 8. The tight space requirements in the innermost BPIX layer required a different scheme457

with clamps between two modules (Fig. 4, left).458

The last assembly step, after the successful completion of all quality assurance tests, was the459

mounting of a protection cap made from a 75 µm thick polyimide foil. The cap protects the460

wire-bonds of ROCs and TBMs against mechanical damage from the cables of other modules461

when mounted on the BPIX mechanics. A picture of a BPIX L2 module after assembly of the462

protection cap is shown in Fig. 9.463
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Figure 8: Cross section of a pixel detector module for BPIX L2-4 cut along the short side of the
module.

Figure 9: Picture of a BPIX L2 module after assembly of the protection cap. In the picture, the
flat polyimide flex cable used for module testing is connected to the module.

3.5 FPIX module construction464

The 672 FPIX modules installed in the detector all have the same design and are instrumented465

with PSI46dig ROCs and the TBM08 with one readout link per module (Table 4). The FPIX466

modules (Fig. 4) use a different sensor, HDI and aluminum/kapton flat flex cable and are not467

interchangeable with BPIX modules.468

The bump-bonding procedure relied on a more automated version (Datacon APM2200 bump469

bonder) of the process used by the vendor RTI for the original FPIX detector (FC150 bump470

bonder) [33]. The yield for pre-production modules was 87% and therefore it was felt that471

no bare-module testing was needed for the production. However, during early production472

a poor yield of 30% was seen. After investigation it was found that a change in the ROC473

dicing procedure, where the photoresist mask was removed prior to dicing, implemented after474

the pre-production and prior to the production, left the ROCs vulnerable to damage created475

during the dicing process. The yield improved to 75% after an inspection step was added by476

the vendor, rising back to mid-80%, with more modules of the highest grade, after the change477

in the dicing procedure was reversed. Because of the poor yield in the early production it was478

decided to perform testing of bare modules for the last two batches of bump-bonded modules.479

After failing modules had been reworked, the yield rose to above 90%.480

The bare modules were sent from RTI to two FPIX module assembly and testing sites in the481

USA. Modules were assembled using an automated gantry (Fig. 10) with 10 µm precision using482

a vacuum chuck and pick and placement equipment. The vision system labeled in Fig. 10483

used the fiducials on the HDI and bare module to assemble parts with sufficient precision.484

After modules were wire-bonded, wire-bonds were encapsulated with Dow Corning Sylgard485

186 to protect against humidity and to mechanically support the wire-bonds. The gantry is486

software controlled for both the gluing and encapsulation module assembly steps, leading to487

high reproducibility.488
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Figure 10: A picture of the robotic gantry as used for the assembly of the FPIX modules. Labels
indicate the main tools used for the assembly.

3.6 Module qualification and grading489

Modules have been tested in similar test setups in all production centers in Europe and the490

USA. Up to four modules could be tested in parallel on each setup. The modules were con-491

nected via copper cables to adapter cards, which were in turn connected to a digital test board492

(DTB) via a SCSI cable. The DTB is a compact DAQ system and contains an FPGA and a NIOS493

processor. It was in turn connected via USB to a PC, on which the module testing software494

was running. Modules were placed in a cold-box that provided the desired temperature and495

relative humidity (< 10%) during testing. All modules have been tested at two temperatures,496

+17 ◦C and twice at −20 ◦C. In addition, each module was exposed to ten thermal cycles be-497

tween +17 ◦C and −20 ◦C in order to verify that thermal stress does not create any damage in498

the module.499

The testing procedure verifies the basic functionality of the module, measures the efficiency of500

the pixel unit cell, and equalizes and calibrates the pixel response. In addition to the function-501

ality tests of ROCs and TBMs, the IV characteristic of each module was determined by mea-502

suring the leakage current as a function of the reverse bias voltage. Module qualification was503

performed using the pXar testing framework [34]. After completion of the module evaluation504

process, modules suitable for detector installation were selected based on predefined grading505

criteria. Details of the module grading criteria and production yield are discussed below.506

At the beginning of the testing procedure all modules were tested for basic functionality and507

starting parameters for the DAC settings were obtained. First, the Vana DAC setting, which reg-508

ulates the analog supply voltage of the amplifiers, was adjusted. It was checked that the ROC509

can be programmed by changing the Vana DAC setting and verifying the corresponding change510

in the analog current. The Vana DAC was then set such that each ROC drew the nominal analog511

current of 24 mA. In the next step, the delay settings for the readout of the ROCs and TBM(s)512

were adjusted by performing a scan over the available phase space. The delay settings were513

scanned for all TBM cores simultaneously and the optimal parameter was selected. Then, the514
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global threshold (VthrComp) was adjusted by using the charge injection mechanism of the ROC.515

The amplitude of the injected signal is controlled by the Vcal DAC, its timing by the CalDel516

DAC. A two-dimensional scan over the VthrComp and CalDel DAC settings was performed for517

a set of pixels. The working point was chosen in the center of the CalDel region and in a safe518

region of the VthrComp, that is well above the noise level, where the hit detection efficiency is519

maximal.520

In the next step the functionality of every pixel was verified. Several internal calibration sig-521

nals were sent to each pixel and its response was analyzed. If the number of signals sent to the522

pixel and the number of signals read out from the pixel was the same, the pixel was considered523

functional. At the same time the address of the pixel was verified by comparing the address to524

which the internal calibration signal was sent with the decoded address. Finally, the function-525

ality of the pixel mask mechanism was tested. Calibration signals were sent to masked pixels526

and it was verified that there is no response from the corresponding pixels.527

Then the trimming procedure was performed. The trimming procedure aims to equalize the528

thresholds of all 4160 pixels within a ROC. While the global threshold can be adjusted per529

ROC, the individual pixel thresholds are fine-tuned by the trim bits, whose range is set by the530

Vtrim DAC. The trim bits and Vtrim DAC were iteratively adjusted to a target threshold. A target531

threshold of 2000 e− was chosen for module testing. During the trimming procedure it was also532

verified that all trim bits were working by sequentially enabling each bit and checking its effect533

on the pixel threshold distribution.534

The threshold and noise after each iteration of the trimming procedure were determined by535

measuring the so-called S-curve [2]. The S-curve measures the hit detection efficiency as a536

function of the amplitude of the injected calibration signal, adjusted by the Vcal DAC. It gets its537

name from the shape of the error function used to fit the measured curve of efficiency vs. Vcal538

for each pixel. The value corresponding to a response efficiency of 50% determines the thresh-539

old, while the noise is proportional to the width of the error function. The threshold and noise540

distributions for BPIX and FPIX modules that completed the evaluation process are shown in541

Fig. 11. Besides determining the average threshold and noise per ROC, the measurement was542

also used to flag noisy pixels. Some differences in the noise and threshold distributions can be543

attributed to the different sensor technologies used by the BPIX and FPIX detector modules.544

The tails at high values of the noise distributions are mostly due to larger area pixels placed at545

the edges of the ROCs.546

In the next step, the pulse height response was adjusted and calibrated. The appropriate dy-547

namic range for the 8-bit ADC that digitizes the recorded pulse height is set by two DACs,548

called PHOffset and PHScale. PHOffset adds a constant offset to the pulse height measure-549

ment, while PHScale effectively sets the gain of the ADC. To use the ADC most effectively, the550

pulse height response is optimized by injecting signals with different charge amplitude. The551

calibration evaluates and records the most probable value of the pulse height distribution as552

a function of the Vcal DAC setting for each pixel, as shown in Fig. 12. These curves were fit-553

ted by a linear function and the fit parameters were stored for offline reconstruction of the hit554

position (discussed in Section 10.5). The linear fit is performed only in the linear range of the555

distribution. Details about the calibration procedure can be found in Ref. [2].556

Then a test was performed to check the quality of the bump bonding by identifying missing or557

bad connections. The test makes use of a feature in the ROC that allows to send a calibration558

signal to a top metal pad in the ROC [15]. The calibration pulse can pass via capacitive coupling559

from this pad across an air gap into the silicon sensor. From there the calibration pulse makes560

its way back into the ROC via the bump bond and can be read out. This way the pixel capaci-561
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Figure 11: Distribution of threshold (left) and noise (right) per pixel for all modules that com-
pleted the evaluation process. The upper plots are for BPIX modules, the lower plots for FPIX
modules.

tance is measured. Any pixel that had a capacitance five standard deviations below the mean562

was flagged as faulty. The different bump-bonding technologies used at the various module563

production sites generated differences in the bump heights which strongly influences the ca-564

pacitive couplings. As a result the parameters of the bump-bonding test had to be adopted for565

each production site.566

The last step in the testing procedure was the measurement of the leakage current of the sensor567

as a function of the applied bias voltage. The measurement of the IV-curve verified that no568

damage had been created in the sensor during module handling and ensured that there was no569

intrinsic sensor defect that manifests itself only at low or high temperature.570

All modules were tested with X-rays in order to measure the hit detection efficiency at high oc-571

cupancy and to calibrate the absolute energy response of every ROC [2]. First, each module was572

directly exposed to a direct high-rate X-ray beam. The number of hits per pixel was recorded in573

several runs with different hit rates ranging from 20 MHz/cm2 up to 160 MHz/cm2. For BPIX574

L1 modules the high-rate performance was tested up to 600 MHz/cm2. The hit efficiency was575

measured using the internal calibration signal while exposing the module to high-rate X-rays576

to emulate the occupancy expected during detector operation. As an example the result of an577
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Figure 12: Pulse height measured in one pixel as a function of amplitude of the internal cal-
ibration signal in units of Vcal. The slope of the curve below saturation is fitted with a linear
function.

X-ray test of a BPIX L2 module is shown in Fig. 13.578

To determine the absolute energy calibration of the module, tests with different X-ray energies579

were performed. Here, the direct X-rays illuminate different metallic foils (targets), which then580

produce monochromatic X-rays at a known energy depending on the material of the foil. Four581

different foil types were used: zinc, molybdenum, silver, and tin, and the pixel pulse height582

was measured for each target. The most probable value of each pulse height distribution (in583

units of Vcal, according to the calibration described before) was calculated and plotted versus584

the expected number of electrons produced by monochromatic X-rays (assuming 3.6 eV per585

electron-hole-pair), as illustrated in Fig. 14. This gives the pulse height calibration in units586

of electrons. The calibration varies by about 15% from pixel-to-pixel within a ROC as well587

as among ROCs. The average charge calibration for PSI46dig was measured to have a slope588

of 47 ± 5 electrons per Vcal unit and an offset of −60 ± 130 electrons. For the PROC600 the589

average calibration was measured on a subset of modules to have a slope of 50 ± 3 and an590

offset of −670± 220. The quoted uncertainties are the RMS values of the ROC-to-ROC spread.591

All modules were graded once they completed the module testing procedure. The module592

grades were based on the functionality, X-ray, and IV test results. In order to be qualified for593

detector installation a module had to fulfill the following main selection criteria:594

• all ROCs and TBMs programmable, good timing settings found and no decoding595

errors;596

• less than 4% of defective pixels;597

• pixel mask mechanism functional for all pixels;598

• mean noise per ROC less than 600 electrons and spread of pixel thresholds less than599

400 electrons;600

• no double column with single-pixel hit efficiency less than 95% at 120 MHz/cm2
601
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Figure 13: Single-pixel hit efficiency versus X-ray hit rate measured for double columns in a
ROC of a BPIX L2 module. The dashed lines indicate the values at which the single-pixel hit ef-
ficiency per double column is determined during the module qualification and cover the range
of expected hit rates in L2-L4. The solid red line is a fit to the data points using a polynomial
function.

(600 MHz/cm2 for BPIX L1);602

• sensor leakage current below 10 µA at 150 V bias voltage and +17 ◦C.603

In total, 1634 (141) modules were built for BPIX L2-L4 (L1), out of which 1246 (117) were ac-604

cepted for installation and 1088 (96) were installed. The overall yield of the BPIX module as-605

sembly, starting from a good bare module, ranged from 65% to 85% in the different production606

centers. This number includes some low yield phases during production start-up. The main607

causes of module losses were too high sensor leakage current or failure of individual double608

columns during high-rate X-ray tests. Other sources of losses were a high number of pixel609

defects in one ROC, HDI defects, other types of ROC failures, handling mistakes and various610

accidents. The number of produced BPIX L2-L4 modules over time is presented in Fig. 15 (left).611

The relatively small number of 96 installed L1 modules permitted starting the module con-612

struction almost a year later than the production for the outer layers, giving more time for the613

development of the PROC600. The L1 modules were built by the Swiss consortium at a time614

when the production of L2-4 modules had almost finished.615

Out of 1223 FPIX modules produced, 816 were accepted for detector installation. The module616

production as a function of time is shown in Fig. 15 (right). The primary cause for low quality617

modules during production was the damage that occurred during the dicing of the ROC wafer.618

Furthermore, the tests identified an issue that occurred during the sintering of the sensor wafers619

at the manufacturer. This caused charge traps to form between the bulk silicon and the surface620

SiO2 layer. The issue was mitigated by increasing the sensor bias voltage for operation to621

300 V. The surface charge traps were eliminated by collision-induced radiation after ∼10 fb−1
622

of proton-proton collisions.623
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Figure 14: Calibration of one ROC on a pixel detector module with monochromatic X-rays.
The measured pulse height is plotted against the expected number of electrons from the Kα-
transitions in the different target materials, as given in Ref. [35]. The pulse height in units of
the internal calibration signal Vcal has a linear dependence on the number of electrons expected
to be collected from different target materials. The red line shows a fit with a linear function to
the data points.

Figure 15: Module production trend versus time for BPIX L2-L4 modules (left) and FPIX mod-
ules (right). The L2-L4 BPIX modules were produced from March 2015 to September 2016,
while the FPIX modules were produced between January and November 2016.

4 Mechanics624

In both BPIX and FPIX the sensor modules are mounted on light-weight mechanical structures625

with thin-walled stainless steel tubes used for the CO2 cooling. Since the modules are not in626

direct contact with the cooling loops, carbon fiber and graphite materials with high thermal627
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Figure 16: Drawing of one BPIX detector half in rφ view, showing the arrangement of ladders
in the four detector layers.

conductivity are used in the detector mechanics. The BPIX and FPIX detector mechanics are628

connected to four service half-cylinders each, which host the auxiliary electronics for readout629

and powering. The auxiliary electronics on the service half-cylinders act as pre-heaters for the630

CO2 cooling. In this section the main design parameters and the construction of the detector631

mechanics, cooling loops and service half-cylinders are presented.632

4.1 BPIX mechanics633

The BPIX modules are mounted on four concentric, cylindrical layers formed by an alternating634

arrangement of ladders at smaller and larger radii, as shown in Fig. 16. The ladder arrangement635

provides between 0.5 mm and 1 mm of overlap in the rφ direction in the active area of the636

sensors. Each ladder supports eight detector modules. Modules are mounted on the inward637

and outward facing sides of the inner and outer ladders, respectively. The cylindrical layers638

are divided into half-shells in the longitudinal direction, such that overlap is provided in the639

boundary region. This is achieved by radially displacing the ladders of one half-shell in the640

overlap region. In the innermost layer the radial positions of the modules are 27.5, 30.4 and641

32.6 mm, leading to non-negligible differences in hit rates and radiation levels (up to 20%).642

The ladders have a length of 540 mm and a thickness of 500 µm and are made from carbon fiber643

reinforced polymer (CFK, K13D2U). The ladders are suspended between end rings. The end644

rings for L1, L2 and L3 consist of a CFK/Airex/CFK sandwich structure, while the end rings for645

L4 are entirely built from CFK to provide mechanical stability. The detector mechanics consists646

of 148 ladders with 25 variants in shape. Each ladder is custom made and machined from a647

CFK sheet using water jet cutting. Nuts are glued into the ladders in order to fix the detector648

modules by screws. The ladders are glued from both sides onto the cooling loops, as shown in649

Fig. 17, using a rotatable jig. Each BPIX half-shell underwent thermal cycling between +25 ◦C650

and −18 ◦C, to make sure that there is no delamination of the glued structures.651
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Figure 17: Picture of the BPIX L2 mechanics during production.

The BPIX service half-cylinders are composed of three segments, labelled A, B and C in Fig. 18,652

which shows one of the four BPIX service half-cylinders during construction. Segment A is653

farthest from the interaction point and houses the DC-DC converters. In Segment B the opto-654

hybrids are placed, while Segment C provides the space for the module connections (Fig. 24).655

Segments A, B and C form a mechanical unit with a length of 1.7 m. The inner radius of the656

BPIX service half-cylinder is 175 mm, while the outer radius is 190 mm up until Segment B and657

increases to 215 mm in Segment A (|z| > 1970 mm). The radii are chosen within the boundary658

conditions of ensuring a clearance of at least 3 mm during installation, while providing suffi-659

cient space to route the services to and from the detector. An additional mechanical support660

structure (Segment D) is placed in-between the BPIX detector mechanics and the service half-661

cylinder to guide the module cables along z. The BPIX module cables are micro-twisted-pair662

copper cables with a length of about 1 m. Segment D is a separate mechanical unit made from663

a CFK envelope with a length of 470 mm, an inner radius of 180 mm and an outer radius of664

200 mm.665

The BPIX service half-cylinders were constructed on a rotatable mandrel. First, the inner shield-666

ing foil was placed on the mandrel. The shielding is made from an aluminum foil with a thin667

layer of high-pressure fiberglass laminate for electrical isolation. In the next step, four layers of668

Airex foam were glued together. A computer-controlled mill was used to trench the channels669

for the electronics boards into the foam. Threaded pins were glued to the Airex foam to fix the670

stack of electronics boards within the channels. Aluminum ribs were placed in-between the671

segments to ensure mechanical rigidity. To further increase the stiffness, fiberglass ribs were672

placed within the segments. In the final step, carbon fiber plates were added to form Segment673

C. An outer shielding foil was screwed to the BPIX service half-cylinders after the placement674

and testing of the components of the detector readout, power and cooling system, described675

in Section 9. The ground connection for all electronics components connected within a service676

half-cylinder is at the aluminum flange between Segments B and C. The ground connection to677

CMS is at the end flange of each BPIX service half-cylinder. A nut is used to clamp the CMS678

central ground wire to the end flange of the service half-cylinder.679
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Figure 18: Picture of a BPIX service half-cylinder during construction. The service half-cylinder
is placed on a rotatable mandrel. Segments A and B are made from Airex foam, while Segment
C is made from carbon fiber plates.

The BPIX cooling lines are constructed in a complex looping structure in order to cool the com-680

ponents on the service half-cylinders as well as the detector modules. The cooling loops have681

lengths between 957 cm and 1225 cm, depending on their position, and are designed to dissi-682

pate a power of up to 240 W, which is the power expected when running an irradiated detector683

at highest luminosities. In the active region of the BPIX detector, stainless steel tubes with an684

inner diameter of 1.7 mm and a wall thickness of 50 µm are used. The detector cooling line685

segments are joined with the cooling line segments on the service half-cylinder using custom-686

made mini fittings, provided with a thread, and a copper ring for sealing. The cooling tubes on687

the service half-cylinder have a wall thickness of 200 µm and inner diameters of 1.8 mm and688

2.6 mm for supply and return lines, respectively. The inlet and outlet of each cooling loop are689

located at the same end of the detector and the number of cooling loops is distributed evenly690

on the +z and −z end of the detector. Swagelok VCR connections are used at the end flange of691

the BPIX service half-cylinder to connect the cooling loops to capillaries, which in turn connect692

to the transfer lines from the CO2 cooling plant. A total of 24 cooling loops are used in the BPIX693

system (four cooling loops for L1 and L2 each, and eight cooling loops for L3 and L4 each).694

A drawing of one quarter of the BPIX cooling loop system separated in detector and service695

half-cylinder parts is presented in Fig. 19.696

The cooling tubes, the mini fittings, as well as the adapter to the VCR fittings have all been697

produced using the same stainless steel quality (DIN 1.4441). The cooling tubes were bent698

in an industrial CNC bending machine, allowing for a minimal bending radius of 5 cm. The699

tubes were cut to the correct length by electrical discharge machining. An industrial computer-700

controlled laser welding process was used to join the cooling tubes, mini fittings and adapters.701

A total of 386 welds are needed in the detector part of the cooling system, another 288 welds702

in the service half-cylinder part. Because of the tight tolerances needed in the laser welding703

process high-precision tube alignment is achieved. A further benefit of laser welding is that the704

joints can be made without adding any additional material and with local heating only.705
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Figure 19: Drawing of one quarter of the cooling loop system for the BPIX detector (top) and
the service half-cylinder (bottom).

In order to check the quality of the laser welding process during production, all loops under-706

went a visual inspection assessing the geometry of the completed component and the contour707

of the welding seam. Furthermore, all individual components as well as the completed loops708

were pressure-tested using nitrogen at 200 bar immediately after the laser welding. The quality709

of the joints was found to be excellent.710

In addition to the quality assurance during production a long term test was carried out using711

a test loop with shorter length but including all components of a complete BPIX cooling loop712

(detector and service half-cylinder parts with mini fittings and VCR connections). The test loop713

has been tested under pressure (using helium at 200 bar) for several month and no issues were714

observed.715
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Figure 20: Drawing of an FPIX half-disk made from two half-rings of modules mounted on
blades that are suspended between graphite rings (left), and a close up of a module mounted
on a blade (right).

4.2 FPIX mechanics716

The three half-disks forming one FPIX quadrant are supported by a carbon fiber composite717

service half-cylinder. The FPIX half-disks consist of two turbine like mechanical support struc-718

tures with an inner assembly providing a sensor coverage from radii of 45 mm to 110 mm with719

11 blades, while the outer assembly covers radii from 96 mm to 161 mm with 17 blades (Fig. 20).720

The half-disks serve as the cooling isotherms for the sensor modules. One module is mounted721

on each side of the blades with a small overlap in coverage at the outer edge of the blade with722

adjacent modules and a larger overlap closer to the beam. The flat panel blades are made of723

0.6 mm thick sheets of thermal pyrolytic graphite (TPG) encapsulated between two 70 µm thick724

single-ply carbon fiber face sheets. The blades are suspended between an inner and an outer725

graphite ring. The graphite rings are 2.4 mm thick and reinforced on the side facing away from726

the blades with a 6-ply carbon fiber skin. The TPG/carbon fiber blades are glued into slots ma-727

chined into the graphite rings; the slots are filled with TC5022 thermal compound before blade728

insertion, and the blade-ring joint is sealed with an epoxy fillet. The graphite rings contain729

machined U-shaped channels for the stainless steel cooling tubes of 1.45 mm inner diameter730

and 100 µm wall thickness. The cooling loops are embedded using TC5022 thermal compound731

and held by the carbon fiber skins glued to the outer radial surface of the outer graphite ring732

and the inner radial surface of the inner graphite ring. There are two cooling loops for each733

FPIX half-disk, one serving the inner, the other serving the outer ring assembly. The sensor734

modules are secured to the blades with two screws threaded into inserts glued into the blade,735

and full-face glued with Laird TPCM 583 phase change film (Fig. 22, left).736

Given that the modules have full face contact to the blade, and that both the TPG of the blade737

and the graphite of the rings have high thermal conductivity (1000 and 100 W/(mK), respec-738

tively), two critical joints dominate the thermal path resistance: a) the small cross section tran-739

sition of the blade to the graphite ring, and b) the embedding of the stainless steel tubing into740
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Figure 21: Thermal image of an FPIX disk during quality control. The blade surfaces of the disk,
except for the areas where the heaters and co-cured reflective pads are located (corresponding
to the green large and small rectangles), appear to be within the acceptable range.

the grooves machined into the graphite.741

During construction, all half-disks were qualified using a thermal imager, dummy heaters and742

the CO2 cooling plant at FNAL (Fig. 21). For the thermal acceptance test, before modules were743

mounted, each disk was cooled with two-phase CO2 in a test enclosure. Ohmic heaters were744

clamped to each blade, providing a power load of 3 W per module, equivalent to the full end-745

of-life detector power load. An infrared camera observed the disk through a porthole in the test746

enclosure and was programmed such that the allowed temperature range, between −20.0 ◦C747

and −10.5 ◦C, was rendered in the color spectrum from purple to white, while temperatures748

outside of the allowed range were rendered green. A disk structure was accepted if all surface749

temperatures were in the allowed range, except for temperatures measured on the clamp-on750

heaters themselves and on reflective pads co-cured to the surface of the blades.751

The FPIX service half-cylinders are 2220 mm long, with an outer radius of 175 mm and an inner752

radius of 165 mm. The service half-cylinders consist of a double walled rear section, 1500 mm753

long, and a corrugated single wall front section. The rear skins are 12-ply carbon fiber layups754

made from K13C2U pre-pregs, cured at 1 bar on a curved mold. The skin spacing is set by755

hollow carbon fiber ribs of 8 mm square profile. The ribs are fabricated from spiral wound756

M46J pre-pregs on round silicone tubing that is cured in a square cross section steel mold with757

the tubing pressurized to 5 bar. The inner silicone mold is pulled from the finished rib. The758

skins and ribs, including the solid carbon fiber reinforcement ring at the transition to the cor-759

rugated front section, are assembled with room temperature cure epoxy on a cylindrical mold760

with added precise alignment features locating the edges of the service half-cylinder (Fig. 22,761

right). The corrugated front section consists of a single 14-ply carbon fiber layup, made from762

axial K13C2U and 90◦ M46J pre-pregs on a corrugated steel mold, a short section of 12-ply re-763

inforcement skin, and a solid carbon fiber reinforcement ring at the very front, both made from764

K13C2U. The front section supports the half-disks via kinematic mounts, with a ruby ball on765

each of three disk support stalks sliding in aluminum bushings. The bushings are glued into766

the half-cylinder skin at approximately 90◦ spacing around the circumference.767

The mechanical design for FPIX was optimized for maximum coverage of the sensor elements768

in the given radial space, motivating the single shell front section. Finite element analysis769
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Figure 22: FPIX module placement on a ring using a vacuum tool (left), and FPIX service half-
cylinder construction (right).

showed that solid carbon fiber support hoops are needed to stiffen the corrugated single shell770

in order to achieve satisfactory stiffness.771

The end flanges of the service half-cylinders are machined from aluminum, with thermally772

insulating inserts for the cooling tubes and cover plates for the optical fiber channels machined773

from PEEK. The end flange is glued to the half-cylinder on a coordinate measuring machine to774

control the alignment between the half-cylinder support feet in the corrugated section and the775

end flange.776

Stainless steel lines supplying CO2 coolant to the half-disks are routed along the inner surface777

of the FPIX service half-cylinder. The thin-walled 316L stainless steel coolant supply (130 µm778

wall thickness) and return (180 µm wall thickness) tubes connect to the half-disks with custom-779

designed metal seal couplers. The coupler glands are machined from low impurity VIMVAR780

304L steel and laser welded to the tubing. Tubing and coupler steel are selected for a ferrite781

content of the weld pool of around 4%, which, together with the low impurity content, protects782

against solidification cracking [36]. Extensive pressure testing, along with temperature cycling,783

was done after the laser welding before the pipes were integrated into the detector structures.784

Pressure tests were also performed after several assembly steps and prior to installation certi-785

fication.786

DC-DC converters and control and readout electronics are located inside the service half-787

cylinder, connected to the sensor modules with aluminum flex cables. The electronic boards788

are attached to the service half-cylinder via inserts glued into the double wall structure, with789

the DC-DC converters and the opto-hybrids mounted on cooled aluminum bridges clamped790

to the CO2 supply and return lines. Ground connections from the electronics boards to the791

service half-cylinder are provided by gold plated contact pads on copper mesh polyimide flex792

circuits co-cured with the inner half-cylinder carbon fiber skin [37]. The end flange is electri-793

cally connected via short jumpers to contact pads on the co-cured grounding mesh of the inner794

half-cylinder wall.795
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Figure 23: Overview of the readout and control system of the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector.

5 Readout architecture and data acquisition system796

An overview of the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector readout architecture is given in Fig. 23. The797

CMS Phase-1 pixel detector is organized into 112 independent readout groups, serving up to798

39 modules each. The communication between the detector and the DAQ back-end electronics799

boards in the underground counting room is done via optical links. A readout group includes800

digital opto-hybrids (DOHs) as well as auxiliary chips (TPLL [38], QPLL [39], DELAY25 [40],801

Gatekeeper [41], LCDS drivers [42]) for the transmission of control, clock and trigger signals.802

A 40 MHz serial bus is implemented for the control, programming and readback of the TBM.803

The change from 40 MHz encoded analog to 400 Mb/s digital data in the readout of the TBM804

requires the adoption of new optical converters, called pixel opto-hybrids (POHs) [43]. POHs805

are built from four or seven transmitter optical subassemblies (TOSAs) [44], linear laser-driver806

(LLD) [45] and digital level-translator (DLT) chips [42], and have been designed specifically for807

use in the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector. All other components used in the control and readout808

chain are identical to the ones used in the original detector system.809

The electronics for the readout and control system are integrated on the detector service half-810

cylinders. The slow control links are implemented as a ring architecture with communication-811

and-control unit ASICs (CCUs) [46]. A CCU supports two I2C channels to program the readout812

electronics on the service half-cylinders and up to 16 peripheral interface adapter (PIA) chan-813

nels to generate reset signals and to enable/disable the DC-DC converters.814

The off-detector VME-based DAQ system used for the original detector has been replaced by a815

microTCA system [47] with high-speed signal links providing data rates up to 10 Gb/s for the816

transfer of data to the CMS central DAQ system. The FC7 carrier board [48, 49] was selected817

as the platform for the upgrade pixel detector DAQ modules. The DAQ system to control818

and read out the full pixel detector consists of 108 front-end driver modules (FEDs), which819

receive and decode the pixel hit information, three front-end controller modules (TkFECs),820
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Figure 24: Drawing of a BPIX service half-cylinder.

which serve the detector slow control, 16 pixel front-end controller modules (PxFECs) used for821

module programming, and clock and trigger distribution, and 12 AMC13 cards [50] providing822

the clock and trigger signals.823

A detailed description of the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector DAQ system can be found in Ref. [19].824

The 400 Mb/s data streams from the detector modules are transmitted electrically to the POHs825

along the module cables. On the POH the signals received from the TBM are converted by the826

DLT to levels compatible with the input of the LLD. The LLD drives the TOSAs by biasing the827

lasers at their working point and modulating them with a current proportional to the input828

signal. The modulation gain and bias current are configurable through an I2C interface. The829

POH transmits DC-balanced digital signals via optical fibers to the FEDs. The optical fibers830

connected to the lasers on the POHs are grouped in bundles of 12 fibers. A FED has two831

connectors and thus serves 24 links.832

Figure 24 shows a drawing of one of the four BPIX service half-cylinders. The electronics com-833

ponents are organized in eight slots on each service half-cylinder. A slot consists of a stack834

of printed circuit boards (PCBs), POHs, DOHs (Segment B+C) and DC-DC converters (Seg-835

ment A). One rigid-flex board with eight CCUs (plus one for redundancy) spans each service836

half-cylinder azimuthally, with one CCU serving one slot. For monitoring purposes the BPIX837

service half-cylinders are equipped with a total of 132 temperature sensors and four humidity838

sensors, placed on the PCBs and cooling lines.839

The micro-twisted-pair cables coming from the BPIX detector modules are connected to the840

service half-cylinders using so-called connector boards, which are located in Segment C. There841

is a stack of three connector boards in each slot, serving modules in L1-2, L3, and L4, respec-842
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tively. The module readout signals are routed from the connector boards via adapter boards843

and polyimide flex cables to the motherboard on which the POHs are mounted (Segment B).844

Each slot holds a POH motherboard with up to 14 POHs. Optical fibers are connected to the845

TOSAs on the POHs and run to the end flange of the service half-cylinders.846

Boards with two DOHs per slot transmit the control signals between the PxFECs and the de-847

tector modules. One control link (one DOH) serves L1 and L2, the other one serves L3 and L4.848

The electrical signals from the DOHs are passed through the polyimide flex cables and adapter849

boards to the connector boards. An LCDS driver chip mounted next to each module connector850

on the connector board drives the control signals via the micro-twisted-pair cables to the mod-851

ules. The LCDS driver chip features delays that can be adjusted in hardware to compensate the852

differences in signal propagation time occurring because of different cable lengths.853

In FPIX most of this electronics is implemented in a single card, the so-called port card. A854

port card is connected to seven FPIX modules via aluminum flex cables. Each port card hosts855

one POH with seven TOSAs, one DOH, as well as the auxiliary chips (TPLL, QPLL, DELAY25,856

Gatekeeper, LCDS drivers). In total there are 24 port cards per service half-cylinder. In addition857

there is a CCU board with four CCUs (plus one for redundancy) per service half-cylinder. A858

total of 116 temperature sensors and four humidity sensors are installed on the FPIX service859

half-cylinders. Additionally, there is an auxiliary readout card using a CCU channel and DCUs860

on the half-cylinder to read out additional temperature sensors on the cooling lines and DC-861

DC converters. A drawing of the FPIX service half-cylinder with readout electronics, DC-DC862

converters and cooling loops is shown in Fig. 25.863

In order to test the performance of the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector readout system and gain864

experience with its operations, test stands have been set up at University of Zurich for BPIX and865

at FNAL and CERN for FPIX. The setups included a slice of the full CMS pixel detector DAQ866

together with all components of the upgrade power system and control and readout chain, as867

well as a number of detector modules. A comprehensive test and measurement program has868

been carried out to demonstrate the performance of the readout system in view of operation in869

CMS [19].870

6 Power system871

The power system involves the distribution of the low and high voltages to the pixel modules,872

as well as the distribution of the supply voltage to the components on the service cylinders.873

Both the distribution of the high voltage and the supply voltage to the service cylinders are874

conceptually unchanged with respect to the original detector.875

For the low voltage distribution, the original pixel detector featured a direct, parallel power-876

ing scheme, in which several pixel detector modules were powered directly from one power877

supply channel. The power supplies are located on balconies in the experimental cavern, and878

connected to the detector via cables of about 50 m length. The power system for the CMS879

Phase-1 pixel detector had to respect two important boundary conditions: the cable plant had880

to be re-used, as access is difficult and in any case additional cables would not have fit into the881

existing cable channels, and the power supply system, including firmware and software, was882

to be changed as little as possible.883

The CMS Phase-1 pixel detector comprises 1856 pixel detector modules, almost doubling the884

module count of the original pixel detector. Since supply voltages stayed the same, the supply885

currents doubled, leading, in a direct powering scheme, to large voltage drops along the cables886
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Figure 25: Drawing of an FPIX service half-cylinder and three half-disks.

and in particular to unacceptable Ohmic losses, which are proportional to the square of the cur-887

rents. The CMS Phase-1 pixel detector powering is therefore based on the DC-DC conversion888

technique, with DC-DC converters placed inside the detector volume, roughly 1 m away from889

the detector modules, on the service half-cylinders. Several DC-DC converters are connected890

in parallel to a power supply channel. The DC-DC converters receive an input voltage of the891

order of 10 V (11 V in 2017 and 9 V in 2018) and convert this into the voltages that are required892

by the pixel detector modules, taking into account voltage drops on the supply lines to the893

pixel detector modules. The output voltages amount to 2.4 V for the analog part of the ROC,894

and 3.3 V (BPIX L1, L3 and L4) and 3.5 V (BPIX L2 and FPIX) for the TBM and the digital part of895

the ROC. The input currents are therefore reduced by the conversion ratios of 3-4, being even896

lower than in the original pixel detector.897

6.1 DC-DC converters898

Custom DC-DC converter modules of sufficient radiation hardness had to be developed specif-899

ically for the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector. They are based on the radiation-tolerant FEAST2900

ASIC [51] developed by the CERN EP-ESE group. The chip implements the buck topology,901

with two power transistors that switch periodically and alternately on and off at a frequency902

of 1-2 MHz and in this way connect and disconnect the load periodically to the input volt-903

age. A large external inductor is required as energy storage element. The DC-DC converters904

regulate their output voltage in a feedback loop based on pulse width modulation, and act905

like a negative differential resistance. The FEAST2 ASIC implements several control features906

(over-temperature, over-current, under-voltage). The delivery of the output voltage (voltage907

regulation) can be started and stopped from remote via a dedicated line (enable and disable908

signal). The chip outputs a status bit (“Power-Good bit”).909

The DC-DC converter modules (Fig. 26, left) have a footprint of 28× 17 mm2 and a height of910

8 mm (without connector), optimized for the very limited space available on the BPIX service911

half-cylinder. The PCBs are rigid with two copper layers. The boards carry the FEAST2 ASIC912
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Figure 26: (Left) DC-DC converter with the shield not yet mounted. The black FEAST2 chip
is partly covered by the air-core toroid. (Right) part of a DC-DC bus board. Four DC-DC
converters with shields are mounted. To the left and the right the cooling bridges are visible,
which clamp around the cooling pipes.

in a QFN32 package along with a number of required passive components, including a voltage913

divider to set the output voltage, and a resistor that sets the switching frequency to 1.5 MHz.914

The main inductor is a custom toroid with a nominal inductance of 430 nH; the core is made915

from plastic since ferrite would saturate in the 3.8 T magnetic field of CMS. Filter networks with916

so-called pi topology are implemented both at the input and output, to reduce AC components917

of the voltage (commonly referred to as noise). Lines for the remote control and status bit are918

implemented. The boards feature a thin film fuse at the input, to prevent a situation where919

all DC-DC converters on one power line could not be powered anymore because of a short.920

The connector is located on the backside. Finally an electro-magnetic shielding covers the part921

of the board where large AC components are present (Fig. 26, right). The shield is a custom922

development; a 60 µm thick copper layer is galvanically deposited onto the outside of a deep-923

drawn plastic body. The shield is soldered to the PCB ground.924

The DC-DC converter modules have been optimized in a several year long R&D campaign for925

small size, low material budget, high power efficiency, and low radiated and conducted noise926

emissions [52, 53]. A total of 1216 DC-DC converters are installed in the CMS Phase-1 pixel927

detector [54].928

6.2 Low voltage power distribution929

The implementation of the power distribution differs between BPIX and FPIX detectors.930

For BPIX, one pair of DC-DC converters delivers the analog and digital voltage for the follow-931

ing number of pixel detector modules: one module in L1, two or three modules in L2, and932

four modules in L3 and L4, respectively. The delivered currents vary between 0.4 and 1.7 A for933

the analog and between 1.3 and 2.4 A for the digital DC-DC converters. The power efficiency934

depends on the load, and amounts to about 80% and 84% for the analog and digital DC-DC935

converters, respectively. The DC-DC converters are plugged to a motherboard (Fig. 26, right),936

called DC-DC bus board, that distributes the input voltage and the enable signals to the DC-937

DC converters, carries the status lines, and forwards the output voltage towards the detector938

modules. One bus board carries 13 pairs of DC-DC converters. Eight bus boards are mounted939

in Segment A of each service half-cylinder. The DC-DC converters are screwed to aluminum940

cooling bridges that clamp around the CO2 cooling pipes. In addition to serving as thermal941

contact, the cooling bridges also keep the cooling loops in place on the service half-cylinder.942

The low voltages are further distributed to the pixel detector modules via two passive boards943

in Segment B (“extension boards”), which connect via two adapter boards to the three con-944

nector boards, into which the module cables are plugged. The CCU in charge of that sector945
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Figure 27: (Left) mockup of one BPIX sector, showing a fully equipped bus board, the (perpen-
dicular) CCU ring board, and the POH motherboard (green). The extension boards are below
the POH motherboard and cannot be seen. (Right) six FPIX DC-DC motherboards as installed
in the service half-cylinder. The cooling blocks that are placed under the DC-DC converters
and provide the thermal path to the cooling loops are clearly visible.

generates the enable signals and receives the status signals, via its PIA interface, serving one946

DC-DC bus board. To minimize the number of connections, enabling is done in pairs of DC-DC947

converters, and the status signal is also combined (logical OR) for one pair. Boards of one BPIX948

sector can be seen in Fig. 27 (left).949

In the FPIX system, one pair of DC-DC converters serves either three or four pixel detector950

modules. The input voltage for the DC-DC converters is passed through power filter boards951

located at the far end of the service half-cylinder. Analog currents amount to 1.3 and 1.7 A and952

digital currents to 2.0 and 2.3 A, for DC-DC converters that serve three and four pixel detector953

modules, respectively. Four DC-DC converter pairs are mounted on one DC-DC motherboard.954

A total of twelve such motherboards are installed on the inside of each service half-cylinder.955

Installed motherboards are shown in Fig. 27 (right). Cooling is provided by cooling blocks,956

with DC-DC converters mounted via a thermal film. Low voltages are supplied to the port957

card via a wire connection, and from there via the aluminum flex cables to the pixel detector958

modules. In each FPIX service half-cylinder one CCU board, each carrying four CCUs, is used959

to provide the enable signals and to receive the status signals; in FPIX two DC-DC converter960

pairs are served by one enable and one power good line.961

Extensive system tests, in particular of the BPIX power chain, have been conducted to evaluate962

and optimize the system performance, including readout tests with pixel detector modules,963

evaluation of the thermal management, and detailed measurements of the voltage drops along964

the distribution line, to optimize the supply voltages [53].965

6.3 Cables and power supplies966

Multi-service cables are used to deliver the high and low voltages (analog and digital) from the967

power supplies, located on the balconies, to the service half-cylinders. One BPIX bus board is968

served by two cables, one for L1 and L4 and one for L2 and L3. In FPIX, one multi-service cable969

serves one DC-DC motherboard.970

The A4603 CAEN power supplies that were used for the original pixel detector needed two971

adaptations to be compatible with the DC-DC conversion powering scheme. This affects only972

the two low-voltage channels (analog and digital), while the high-voltage (HV) channels re-973

mained unchanged. The modified version of the power supply is named A4603D.974

First, the maximum output voltages of both low voltage channels were raised to 12.5 V. The975

output voltage is software-programmable and stabilized in the range of 8-12.5 V, such that the976
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conversion ratio for the DC-DC converters can still be adjusted as desired. The output power is977

limited to 130-140 W, with 90 W available for the digital channel and 45 W for the analog chan-978

nel, limiting the maximal current one channel can deliver. Secondly, the fast remote sensing979

of the original system was abandoned, as not to interfere with the regulation of the DC-DC980

converter itself. The sense wires are however used to measure the input voltage of the DC-DC981

converters, and this information is used in a slow control loop to adjust the output voltage such982

that the voltage drop on the cables is compensated. This slow control loop can be enabled or983

disabled. The adjustment is very slow by construction, taking 1-2 seconds. The slow control984

loop was shown to work very well and was therefore always enabled during the operation of985

the detector.986

One A4603D power supply module features four independent high voltage channels, each able987

to deliver a maximum voltage of 600 V and a current of 20 mA. Depending on the position,988

three to ten pixel detector modules are supplied together from one HV channel. During LS2989

the power supplies will be upgraded so that a maximum voltage of 800 V can be delivered.990

The electronics components on the BPIX and FPIX service half-cylinders, including POHs,991

DOHs, and CCUs, require a supply voltage of 2.5 V. This supply voltage is delivered by A4602992

CAEN power supply modules in a direct powering scheme.993

6.4 Issues with DC-DC converters during 2017 operation994

In general the power system has worked very well and according to its specification. How-995

ever, from beginning of October 2017 onwards, after about six months of flawless operation,996

DC-DC converters started to fail, not delivering any output voltage. At the end of the 2017997

run, about 5% of DC-DC converters had failed. The failures were typically happening after a998

cycle of disabling and enabling the respective DC-DC converter, performed in order to recover999

modules affected by an SEU in the TBM. In the shutdown 2017/2018 the pixel detector was1000

extracted, aiming for replacement of defective DC-DC converters and to allow for investiga-1001

tion of the failures. An extensive investigation campaign was launched, involving the ASIC1002

designers, and including several new irradiation campaigns. Failures similar to those seen in1003

the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector were observed when disable/enable cycles were performed on1004

the DC-DC converters during irradiation, with a minimal dose to failure of about 1 Mrad. This1005

is consistent with the dose accumulated by the DC-DC converters in the CMS Phase-1 pixel1006

detector by autumn 2017.1007

The problem was determined [55] to be due to a transistor in the FEAST ASIC that develops a1008

radiation-induced leakage current, amplified by a current mirror by a factor of about 500. The1009

resulting current can flow to ground when the ASIC is enabled, but when it is disabled this is1010

not the case anymore and a voltage exceeding specifications of transistors in the chip builds up1011

on a certain (external) capacitor. This causes damage and makes the ASIC unusable.1012

All DC-DC converters were exchanged with fresh but identical ones in the shutdown 2017/2018.1013

The input voltage was reduced from 11 V to 9 V and disabling was abandoned and replaced by1014

switching off/on the power supply. No failures occurred in the 2018 run. In LS2 the DC-DC1015

converters will be replaced once again, using an improved version of the ASIC which features1016

a path for the leakage current. This is expected to cure the problem and to restore the excellent1017

performance of the power system, allowing operation without further interventions until the1018

end of Run 3.1019
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7 Cooling1020

The CMS Phase-1 pixel detector uses evaporative CO2 cooling to extract the heat dissipated1021

by the detector modules and auxiliary electronics inside the detector, and to keep the silicon1022

modules at low temperatures to mitigate effects of radiation damage. The evaporative CO21023

cooling technology has been chosen because of the low density, low viscosity and high heat1024

transfer capacity of CO2 that allow the use of small diameter, thin-walled pipes inside the1025

detector volume. The thermodynamic cycle developed for HEP detectors is simple and the use1026

of any active components in the vicinity of the particle interaction region can be avoided.1027

7.1 Cooling concept1028

The CMS Phase-1 pixel detector cooling system [56, 57] features the two-phase accumulator1029

controlled loop (2-PACL) [58] approach which has been developed at Nikhef laboratories for1030

the AMS Tracker [59] and LHCb VELO [60] detectors.1031

The thermodynamic cycle is illustrated in Fig. 28. The sub-cooled liquid CO2 is pumped from1032

the cooling plant to the detector (1-2). The liquid CO2 flows towards the detector in concen-1033

tric transfer lines, and it is warmed up by the two-phase returning fluid (2-3). The passage of1034

the fluid through small restrictions, implemented with capillaries at the entrance of the detec-1035

tor, brings the liquid to saturation pressure (3-4). Once inside the detector volume, the CO21036

partially evaporates (4-5) up to a targeted vapor quality of 33%, because it extracts the heat1037

produced by the sensor modules and auxiliary electronics. The vapor-liquid mixture is com-1038

ing back to the cooling plant in the same transfer lines, where it starts to condensate thanks to1039

the incoming cold liquid (5-6). The CO2 is then completely condensed and sub-cooled in the1040

condenser (6-1) in the cooling plant (the condenser is connected to a primary cold source). A1041

pressure vessel (called accumulator), connected to the return line, regulates the return pressure1042

(7) and thus the evaporating temperature. The temperature control is achieved by means of a1043

double regulation loop acting alternatively on heating or cooling elements, depending on if the1044

system needs to increase or decrease its evaporation temperature. All the active components of1045

the system are placed at the cooling plant, which is located in an accessible area far away from1046

the detector.1047

7.2 Cooling requirements1048

The cooling system is designed to remove the thermal load from the detectors as well as the heat1049

leaking from the ambient environment to the cold parts of the detector system. The estimated1050

maximum power at the design stage was 6 kW for BPIX, 3 kW for FPIX, and about 2 kW for the1051

heat leakage from the ambient environment [4]. The cooling system has been designed to cope1052

with a total power of 15 kW, providing ample safety margin.1053

The range of operational temperature requirements spans from the needs of the commissioning1054

phase to the ones of long-term operation. In the commissioning phase, when the detector1055

volume is not sealed, the operating temperature must remain above the ambient dew point1056

of the CMS cavern, i.e. above +13 ◦C, to avoid any condensation. Therefore, +15 ◦C is set as1057

the maximum coolant temperature. During operation, the silicon sensors need to be kept at1058

a temperature below 0 ◦C to mitigate radiation damage effects. To fulfill this requirement, a1059

coolant temperature of −23 ◦C is chosen as the lower limit of the operation range, while the1060

design of the detector cooling loops and interfaces provides a temperature difference of less1061

than 10 K between the sensors and the coolant. The pressure range for operation of the CO21062

cooling system is 10–70 bar, while the system has been tested to a maximum pressure of 157 bar,1063

as summarized in Fig. 29.1064
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Figure 28: Illustration of the 2-PACL concept. The upper figure is an illustration of the thermo-
dynamical cycle, while the lower figure shows a schematic drawing of the CMS Phase-1 pixel
detector cooling system.

Figure 29: Pressure range of the CO2 cooling system.

To ensure continuous operation of the cooling even during maintenance periods or failure of1065

one component, the cooling system has been designed such that two full power pumping mod-1066

ules are operating in parallel, as shown in Fig. 28 (bottom). During normal operation, each1067

cooling plant serves the manifold distributing cooling to one subdetector part (BPIX or FPIX),1068

typically working at half of its maximum cooling capacity. In case of maintenance or failure of1069

one of the two plants, the other one can take over and feed both subdetectors (backup mode).1070

Furthermore, the use of two plants has the advantage that different temperatures for the two1071
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subdetectors could be chosen, if needed.1072

7.3 Cooling system1073

Both cooling plants are composed of three main modules: the accumulators and the pumping1074

modules, located in the service underground cavern (USC55), and the distribution manifolds,1075

located in the experimental underground cavern (UXC55), as shown in Fig. 28 (bottom). The1076

connections in-between the pumping modules and the manifold and in-between the manifolds1077

and detector are ensured by vacuum insulated transfer lines.1078

The cooling plants include a membrane pump, a condenser, a discharge filter (40 µm), a suc-1079

tion strainer (250 µm), a mass flowmeter, and supply, return and bypass valves. On the accu-1080

mulator, five 1 kW heaters are located at the bottom of the vessel, whilst a condenser, a level1081

transmitter and a backup chiller are mounted on top of the vessel. The manifolds are distribut-1082

ing the liquid to the detector through eight cooling loops. Each cooling loop is equipped with1083

a supply and a return valve, a filter (140 µm), a differential pressure flowmeter and a needle1084

valve. Each manifold hosts a ninth loop which is equipped with supply and return valves, a1085

regulation valve and a 15 kW dummy load for testing purposes.1086

The main transfer line in-between the cooling plant module and the distribution manifold is1087

designed with three coaxial pipes serving, from inside to outside, as liquid supply pipe, two-1088

phase return pipe and vacuum insulation, respectively. For this first section, industrial cryo-1089

genics solutions have been applied and standard dimensions were used. Because of space con-1090

straints the transfer lines connecting the manifold to the detector are designed with a different1091

geometry. The second section goes from the distribution manifold to a patch panel and it is de-1092

signed with four concentric process lines insulated by a single vacuum pipe. The third section1093

goes from the patch panel to the detector and is designed with three coaxial pipes. The first1094

and second sections are insulated with static vacuum, while the third section is equipped with1095

getter pumps to keep the vacuum level low enough to ensure proper insulation. The nominal1096

mass flow in the transfer lines is 10 g/s, corresponding to a mass flow of 2.5 g/s in the cooling1097

lines inside the detector volume.1098

7.4 Cooling system performance and operation1099

The cooling system has been installed and commissioned in CMS in 2015/2016, well ahead of1100

the detector installation, allowing for an intensive test campaign before the detector operation.1101

During this test campaign, the plants have been successfully operated, also beyond specifica-1102

tions. In normal operation, the lowest temperature reached with the nominal load of 7 kW (on1103

each system) was −32 ◦C at the accumulator, and the maximum cooling power extracted at a1104

temperature of −23 ◦C was 11 kW (on each system). In backup mode, the minimum tempera-1105

ture reached with the nominal load of 15 kW was −27 ◦C and the maximum cooling power ex-1106

tracted at a temperature of −23 ◦C was 18 kW. This excellent performance allows for a smooth1107

operation of the detector far away from the system limits. Since its start-up in March 20171108

the cooling system has been continuously operating at −22 ◦C (excluding the standard main-1109

tenance periods during the year-end technical stop) without any interruption directly linked1110

to the system itself. Two unforeseen stops of the cooling plants have been caused by failures1111

of the services the cooling system relies upon (dry air, electrical power), which highlights the1112

importance of a careful design for the general experimental services.1113
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Figure 30: Thermal mockup of the BPIX L2 mechanics equipped with temperature sensors.

7.5 Detector thermal mockup1114

In order to test and characterize the thermal behavior of the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector a1115

mockup with mechanics identical to the BPIX L2 was set up in a clean room at the surface1116

of the CMS experimental area. The mockup is equipped with dummy modules with heating1117

resistors and temperature sensors as well as a preheating system to emulate the heat load of the1118

electronics located in the service half-cylinder [61]. A picture of the setup is shown in Fig. 30.1119

The mockup is inserted in a commercial refrigerator and connected to an evaporative CO2 cool-1120

ing plant. With this setup measurements of the thermal behavior in the active detector region1121

are performed and the dependence on the operating parameters such as CO2 mass flow, tem-1122

perature or heat load are determined. The temperature distribution along the cooling loops for1123

nominal power load is shown in Fig. 31. The temperature along the loops decreases by up to1124

5 ◦C from the inlet to the outlet of the loops because of the pressure drop. The overall tempera-1125

ture difference in the mockup is about 1.5 ◦C smaller when the CO2 mass flow is lowered from1126

2.5 g/s to 1.5 g/s. Based on these results the mass flow in the pixel detector cooling loops has1127

been lowered by 0.7 g/s to a value of 1.8 g/s during 2018 operation in order to improve the1128

temperature uniformity along the loops. A detailed understanding of the temperature distri-1129

bution along the cooling loops is crucial for the prediction of the leakage current of the sensor1130

modules, as the leakage current depends strongly on the sensor temperature.1131

8 Pilot system1132

A pilot system [62] was built to be best prepared for a short commissioning period during the1133

extended year-end technical stop 2016/2017 and to take advantage of the access possible to the1134

pixel detector volume inside the CMS detector during LS1. The Phase-1 pixel detector pilot1135

system consisted of eight prototype FPIX sensor modules and the complete readout chain. A1136

detailed description of the pilot system can be found in Ref. [19]. The pilot system was installed1137

in 2014 on a third half-disk mechanical structure, added in the available space in the original1138

FPIX service half-cylinders, as shown in Fig. 32. A prototype microTCA DAQ system was used1139

to read out the pilot system. The goal for installing the pilot system was to learn how the power,1140

control, readout and offline systems perform in the CMS environment. Before installation, the1141

pilot system was commissioned in a test stand at CERN using a prototype power and DAQ1142

system for the Phase-1 upgrade. Operating the pixel detector pilot system within CMS during1143

proton-proton collisions in 2015-2016 provided valuable experience and enabled an early start1144

for the modifications of the readout system that were required in view of the final system.1145

The commissioning and operation of the pilot system helped to improve the design of the TBM1146

and readout system and to complete the development of the FED firmware. In particular, an1147
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Figure 31: Module temperatures, measured with the thermal mockup and averaged over all
modules on a ladder, as a function of the module position along the cooling loop. The module
position is defined by the ladder number, which is counted starting from top to bottom. The
two plots show the temperature measurements for the loop entering the detector from the +z
(left) and −z (right) side. The measurements are performed for different CO2 mass flows. The
temperature measurements for ladder number 12 is affected by a bad thermal contact between
the temperature sensor and the cooling loop.

Figure 32: Picture of one of the original FPIX service half-cylinders with two modules of the
Phase-1 pixel detector pilot system installed on the added third half-disk mechanics (left) and
close up of two modules of the Phase-1 pixel detector pilot system (right).

issue with decoding data at high trigger rates, observed in the pilot system test stand, has been1148

resolved. Two separate sources were identified as the causes of the problem: an asymmetric eye1149

diagram due to the TBM design, and jitter on the port card. While an asymmetric eye diagram1150

could be accepted for the pilot system, a new version of the TBM was designed for the final1151

sensor modules for the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector. For the jitter on the port card, an external1152

QPLL chip was put in between the TPLL and DELAY25 chip on the pilot port card. The final1153

detector system incorporated the QPLL chip directly on the PCB (on the DOH motherboard for1154

BPIX and on the port card for FPIX).1155

The pilot system was also used to gain first experience with the new DC-DC conversion pow-1156

ering system. Six prototype DC-DC converters were installed. One pair of DC-DC converters1157

was used to power four pixel detector modules, while the other four pixel detector modules1158
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were powered directly from the power supplies. No differences in performance were seen.1159

The four remaining DC-DC converters were connected to external, passive loads, which were1160

located at the power supply racks. The output voltages of these four DC-DC converters were1161

monitored for signs of single event upsets, such as power glitches or spikes. No such events1162

were observed. Furthermore, it was checked that the DC-DC converters did not cause any1163

additional noise in the strip tracker detector. The problem with the DC-DC converter chips1164

described in Section 6.4 was not found, as the critical cycles of disabling and enabling were1165

not regularly performed. Also the number of installed DC-DC converters was very small (six1166

devices), while the fraction of failed DC-DC converters in 2017 was 5%.1167

9 Integration, testing and installation1168

In this section the integration and testing of the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector system is reviewed.1169

This includes the assembly of the modules on the mechanical support structures as well as1170

the integration of the detector and the service half-cylinders. Furthermore, the procedure of1171

installing the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector into the volume in the middle of the CMS detector is1172

described.1173

9.1 Integration of the BPIX detector1174

The integration of the BPIX detector took place between September 2016 and February 2017.1175

The modules were mounted on the support structure at PSI, while the assembly of the service1176

half-cylinders was done at the University of Zurich. The final system was assembled and fully1177

commissioned at PSI and then transported to CERN. Before the installation further testing was1178

carried out in a cleanroom at the surface of the CMS experimental site.1179

The BPIX modules were shipped from the production sites to ETH Zurich where reception tests1180

took place to ensure that no damage had occurred to the modules during transport. Based on1181

the qualification results a mounting map was created specifying the mounting position of each1182

module and the TBM hub address. The hub address for each module is set before mounting by1183

removing the corresponding wire-bonds between the TBM and the HDI.1184

The 1184 BPIX modules were mounted manually and fixed with screws on the carbon fiber1185

support structure. Thermal grease was used in the innermost layer to improve the thermal1186

contact between the modules and the cooling structure. The mounting procedure proved to1187

be very efficient and up to 80 modules were mounted in a day. Figure 33 (left) shows one1188

BPIX L2 half-shell with modules mounted. In the next step the micro-twisted-pair cables were1189

connected to the modules and routed to the detector end-flange, as shown in Fig. 33 (right).1190

In the final step the four layers of half-shells were merged and the other side of the cables1191

connected to the connector boards mounted on a temporary support structure. The modules1192

were tested individually after the mounting and groups of modules connected to a connector1193

board (11-16 modules) were retested after the merging of the half-shells. The module mounting1194

was completed with four non-working modules, which corresponds to less than 0.4% of the1195

BPIX detector channels. Figure 34 shows a picture of one half of the fully assembled BPIX1196

detector.1197

The integration of the four BPIX service half-cylinders consisted of the assembly and testing of1198

the components for power, cooling and readout. In order to facilitate the mounting procedure,1199

the service half-cylinders were placed on a rotatable mandril (Fig. 35). In the first step, the DC-1200

DC bus board, the extension boards, the POH motherboards and the adapter boards were put1201

onto the mechanical support structure and fixed by screws. Then the cooling tubes were laid in1202
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Figure 33: BPIX L2 half-shell after module mounting (left), and BPIX L4 half-shell with modules
and cables (right).

Figure 34: One half of the BPIX detector.

and fixed by mounting the cooling bridges. The DC-DC converters were then screwed on top of1203

the cooling bridges. In the next step, the CCU ring was placed, before the optical components1204

(POHs, the DOH motherboard and the DOHs) and flex cables were attached. Groups of three1205

POHs were connected to a bundle of 12 optical fibers before mounting them onto the service1206

half-cylinder. The 1984 optical fibers that run along the service half-cylinders were arranged1207

within the slots to fit into the tight space and to allow for future simple replacement of faulty1208

components. Pictures of the BPIX service half-cylinders during the assembly are shown in1209

Fig. 35.1210

All components were tested for functionality before and during mounting. With the compo-1211

nents of the pixel detector DAQ and powering system available for the testing, one sector could1212

be tested at a time. The functionality of the CCU ring architecture and the I2C communication1213

with the readout electronics on the BPIX service half-cylinder was checked. Furthermore, a set1214

of detector modules was connected to each sector to verify programming, clock and trigger1215

distribution and to ensure the quality of the signal transmission. The power distribution was1216

tested by measuring the low voltage at the module connectors applying a constant load cor-1217

responding to the expected maximum power consumption of the modules. The high voltage1218

distribution was checked up to voltages of 1000 V. In addition, the BPIX service half-cylinders1219

underwent a series of thermal cycles between ±20◦C.1220
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Figure 35: BPIX service half-cylinder during assembly. Service half-cylinder mechanics with
power boards and cooling loops installed (left), and fully equipped BPIX service half-cylinder
(right).

Figure 36: One half of the BPIX detector with the service half-cylinders connected. The detector
system is placed on a rail system inside a 5 m long custom-built transport box.

The few components that were damaged during the mounting procedure (mainly individual1221

opto hybrids and optical fibers) were replaced on the spot and the BPIX service half-cylinders1222

were sent for the integration with the BPIX detector in a fully functional state.1223

The BPIX detector and service half-cylinders were assembled and commissioned at PSI in Jan-1224

uary 2017. The detector halves together with the service half-cylinders were integrated in two1225

5 m long transport boxes custom-built for the installation into CMS. Within the transport boxes1226

the pixel detector is placed on wheels on a rail system, which can later be used to slide the1227

detector into position in the CMS detector. A picture of one half of the BPIX system inside the1228

transport box is shown in Fig. 36.1229

After the assembly the complete system was fully commissioned by performing a detailed1230

functionality test connecting one sector at a time to the DAQ system. A custom made mobile1231

two-phase CO2 cooling system was used to keep the temperature of the detector constant at1232

+15◦C. The tests included the verification of the functionality of all electrical components on1233

the service half-cylinders, checks of the low voltage and high voltage power distribution, as1234

well as module performance tests based on charge injection to all pixels. If accessible the few1235

individual components that did not pass the tests were replaced. In the end, the number of1236

dead channels was found to be less than 0.7%. In addition to the four problematic modules1237
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present after detector construction, four modules were found with either one or more ROCs1238

not responding to programming commands or no data transmitted by the TBM.1239

On February 7, 2017, the two halves of the BPIX detector system were transported to CERN.1240

After the transport the system was tested again in a cleanroom at the surface of the CMS ex-1241

perimental area at P5. In addition to functionality tests at room temperature, detailed tests and1242

calibrations were also performed when operating the detector at −20◦C (cold test).1243

During the cold test an issue with some groups of modules drawing too high current was1244

observed. After detailed investigations the issue was traced to module cables with damaged1245

isolation leading to short circuits among cables. The damage happened due to mechanical fric-1246

tion at the aluminum end flange of the service half-cylinder. After replacing individual cables1247

and adding additional isolation in the affected area the issue was resolved and the detector was1248

ready for installation.1249

9.2 Integration of the FPIX detector1250

The integration of the FPIX detector took place between late spring of 2016 and January 2017.1251

The modules were mounted on half-disks at FNAL, while the integration of the completed half-1252

disks and support electronics into service half-cylinders was done both at FNAL and CERN.1253

As with the original detector, shipment from FNAL to CERN was done with the half-disk1254

assemblies hand-carried separately, on a commercial airplane, from the rest of the service half-1255

cylinder components, which were shipped conventionally.1256

FPIX integration began with Laird TPCM-583 thermal film being applied to the carbon fiber1257

half-ring blade structures in the module mounting locations. The Laird film provides an adhe-1258

sive as well as a thermal connection between the modules and the blades. To laminate the Laird1259

film to the blade properly, half-rings were baked at 55 ◦C for 30 minutes in a vacuum oven. Af-1260

ter setting the hub addresses for the TBMs, the modules were placed on half-rings with vacuum1261

holding jigs for the modules and a clamping fixture for convenient module placement. The1262

modules were then screwed to the blades, before the aluminum flex cables were attached and1263

clamped. Fully loaded half-rings were baked a second time to set up the Laird film connection1264

to the modules. Modules were tested before and after the baking and, throughout the whole1265

mounting process, only four modules were found that needed replacement. All modules were1266

working prior to integration in the half cylinder.1267

The service half-cylinders were prepared for half-ring installation by first mounting the filter1268

boards at the end of the service half-cylinder and then laying in the cooling tubes. In the next1269

step, the port card cooling structures, the DC-DC mother boards and the port card pairs were1270

installed. The port card power cables, CCU boards, and optical fibers were added and the1271

functionality of the port cards and the optical power output were tested using spare sensor1272

modules. The DC-DC converters were installed, cabled and tested. Cooling blocks for the1273

DC-DC converters and the port cards were thermally joined to the cooling pipes with thermal1274

grease, and all parts were fixed to the service half-cylinders with screws.1275

Completed half-rings were lowered in place using a special manual crane and holding fixture.1276

Installation of half-disks proceeded in order from the outer half-ring closest to the interaction1277

point followed by the inner half-ring, until all three half-disks were installed and cabled to port1278

cards. After a half-ring was in place and the cooling pipes were attached, a leak check was1279

performed. When testing the module cables, it was found that the flex cable ends could be1280

easily damaged if forced to bend in a small radius, either in storage or during installation. This1281

led to an additional disassembly, inspection, reassembly and test at CERN. A total of 44 out of1282
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Figure 37: Picture of a fully assembled FPIX half-cylinder.

672 flex cables were replaced. An in-situ test of the ROC functionality was used to assess any1283

damage to the final assembled detector. Nine out of 672 modules (1.3%) of the FPIX detector1284

were not working after all practicable recovery procedures were exhausted. Out of these nine1285

non-working modules, seven were due to flex cable issues, one had an issue with a broken1286

TBM, and one had broken wire bonds due to improper handling.1287

A picture of a fully assembled FPIX half-cylinder is shown in Fig. 37. Assembled half-cylinders1288

were transferred to a sealed box, flushed with dry air, for full electrical/optical testing and1289

final dressing, e.g. for adding additional temperature probes. For the first half-cylinder tested,1290

0.15% of pixels were lost in patterns at the corners of modules. In order to reduce possible1291

temperature effects for the second half-cylinder tested, the number of temperature cycles was1292

limited by leaving the detector on and cooled, and the CO2 system was modified to provide1293

coolant at an adjustable temperature, and the temperature of the coolant was lowered in steps1294

of 5 ◦C. For this second half-cylinder, 0.02% of pixels were found lost in patterns at the corners1295

of modules. For operations at CERN, the CO2 system was more adjustable and the cool-down1296

rate was limited to 1 ◦C/min or less. No increase in bump-bond loss after reassembly and1297

testing at CERN was noted.1298

9.3 Installation into CMS1299

The pixel detector support tube inside the CMS detector has curved rails on the top and bottom,1300

designed to insert the pixel detector parts and service half-cylinders along the beam pipe. A1301
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Figure 38: Picture of one side of the CMS detector with the muon detector and the calorimeter
endcap removed and the temporary platform for the pixel detector installation set up.

clearance of 5 mm with respect to the beam pipe is ensured during any time of the installation1302

procedure. For the installation of the pixel detector the muon detector and the calorimeter1303

endcaps had to be moved to get access to the central part of the detector. Temporary platforms1304

holding the installation tables were then installed on both sides of CMS (Fig. 38).1305

After the extraction of the original pixel detector in December 2016, the infrastructure of detec-1306

tor services was adopted for the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector system. The cooling tubes arriving1307

at patch panel 0 (PP0), located at both ends of the pixel detector system, were replaced with cap-1308

illaries and transfer lines (between PP0 and the patch panel at the edge of the magnet solenoid,1309

PP1) for the CO2 cooling system. Furthermore, work was carried out on the optical fiber plant.1310

Given that the number of fiber ribbons needed to read out and control the CMS Phase-1 pixel1311

detector increased by almost 30% with respect to the number previously installed, it was neces-1312

sary to install new optical fiber cables arriving at PP0. This brought the opportunity to change1313

the optical connector type used at PP0, from the Multi-fiber System (MFS) connector used pre-1314

viously to the Multi-fiber Push On (MPO) type. MPO connectors do not require the use of a1315

tool to (dis-)connect, making the installation and removal time shorter, which is important to1316

maintain the serviceability of the detector in a radiation environment.1317

In order to verify the installation tools and procedures, the installation was rehearsed at the1318

surface of the CMS experimental area using a mockup of the volume where the pixel detector1319

has to be installed.1320

The installation of the Phase-1 BPIX and FPIX detectors took place in the first week of March1321

2017. The BPIX system was installed first. The installation boxes were craned down to the1322

experimental cavern through the main shaft and lifted onto the installation table. Both halves1323

of the BPIX detector were inserted from the same end of the CMS detector. The rail system1324
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Figure 39: Picture of the BPIX detector and one quarter of the FPIX detector (left of the beam
pipe) during installation in CMS (left). Picture of power cable, optical fiber and cooling tube
connections at PP0 (right).

inside the box was joined with the rail system inside CMS using temporary extension rails.1325

This way, the pixel detector could slide out of the transport box along the rails inside the CMS1326

detector. The BPIX detector features adjustable wheels such that the detector half-shells stay1327

away from the beam pipe during insertion and are only closed when the detector reaches its1328

final position.1329

After both halves of the BPIX detector system were installed, the power cables, capillaries for1330

cooling lines and optical fibers were connected at PP0. A fast check-out of the BPIX connections1331

and functionality was performed within a few days before proceeding with the FPIX installa-1332

tion.1333

The FPIX half-cylinders were craned into the experimental cavern inside installation boxes,1334

which have an internal rail system. The FPIX half-cylinders were installed from both sides of1335

the CMS detector. The two halves that were inserted from the same z end were installed simul-1336

taneously. This allows modules in the two different half-cylinders to overlap in the direction1337

transverse to the beam during the installation. While pushing the half-cylinder pair into the1338

bore, the force needed to advance each half-cylinder was monitored. A sudden rise in force1339

indicated that the half-cylinders had reached the physical stops at the end of the rails, and the1340

half-cylinders were fixed in place. At this point, the capillaries were connected at PP0 and the1341

cooling pressure integrity was checked. After installation in 2017, a small leak in one FPIX1342

half-cylinder at 50 bar, well above the standard operating pressure, was noted. As the leak1343

was small, and not present at lower pressures, the installation proceeded with the connection1344

of power, control, and readout cables, followed by a checkout. No channels were lost during1345

the installation and no effect on operations was seen due to the leak at 50 bar, nor was a leak1346

present when the detector was re-installed in 2018.1347

A picture of the BPIX and FPIX detectors during installation inside CMS is shown in Fig. 391348

(left), while Fig. 39 (right) shows a picture of the connections of power cables, cooling lines and1349

optical fibers at PP0.1350

The same installation procedure has been used for the re-installation of the BPIX and FPIX1351

detectors after the consolidation work performed during the year-end technical stop, at the be-1352

ginning of 2018. No issues were experienced, confirming that the procedure is well established,1353

reliable and reproducible.1354

The position of the detector layers has been measured, relatively to the inactive parts, using the1355
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Figure 40: (Left) Innermost part of the CMS tracking system in the x-y plane in the barrel region
(|z| < 25 cm) as measured using reconstructed vertices from nuclear interactions of hadrons.
The density of vertices is indicated by the color scale. The signatures of the beam pipe, the
BPIX detector with its support, and the first barrel layer of the silicon strip tracking detector
(Tracker Inner Barrel, TIB) can be seen. (Right) Close up of the innermost region, showing the
beam pipe, the inner shield and BPIX L1.

reconstructed vertices of nuclear interactions of hadrons from proton-proton collisions with1356

the detector material. The analysis uses 4.3 fb−1 of proton-proton collision data recorded in1357

2018 at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV. It follows the procedure described in Ref. [63]. The1358

density of vertices from nuclear interactions, reconstructed in the BPIX detector (|z| < 25 cm)1359

and projected onto the x-y plane, is shown in Fig. 40. The data were also used to determine1360

the position of the beam pipe. The center of the beam pipe was found to be at x = 1.71 ±1361

0.03 mm and y = −1.76± 0.03 mm, consistent with expectations from a geometrical survey.1362

Figure 40 (right) illustrates the tight tolerance between the beam pipe and BPIX L1 as well as1363

the accurately fitting closure between the two detector halves in the overlap region.1364

10 Detector calibration1365

The testing and calibration of the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector after installation started as soon1366

as the power cables, optical fibers and cooling lines were connected and cooling was available.1367

The detector calibrations have been performed at the nominal operating temperature of−22◦C1368

in March and April 2017, before the pixel detector took cosmic data together with all other1369

CMS subsystems. During the course of data-taking the detector is usually recalibrated twice a1370

year during technical stops of the accelerator, to mitigate radiation effects and to optimize the1371

detector performance.1372

The calibration procedure includes the adjustment of phases for programming and readout1373

signals, the determination and equalization of pixel charge thresholds, the calibration of pixel1374

charge measurements as well as the masking of non-working channels. The procedure is sim-1375

ilar to the one used for the original detector [2], except for the phase tuning of the newly in-1376

troduced digital readout. The results of the module testing during production (Section 3) have1377

been used as a starting point in the calibration procedure.1378
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Figure 41: DC photocurrent measured at the FED receiver as a function of the setting of the
laser bias current on the POH. The measured values for one FED (24 optical links) are shown.
The bias current is programmable through the I2C interface in steps of 0.45 mA per setting. The
setting is adjusted such that the output current is above 0.1 mA (indicated by the horizontal
line). The spread between optical links is caused by differences in the quality of the optical
connection.

10.1 Adjustment of programming phase1379

In order to establish communication with the detector modules the delays in the program-1380

ming lines have to be adjusted. The phase of each transmission line can be independently1381

programmed in steps of 0.5 ns from 0 to 25 ns using the corresponding register in the DELAY251382

chip. Programming signals can only be decoded by the TBM if they are in phase with the clock1383

signal, so that a start/stop signal is recognized. The working region for sending programming1384

data is common to all modules in a readout group and is determined by performing a delay1385

scan. The plateau of correct phase is about 6-8 ns wide and a working point in the middle of1386

the plateau is chosen.1387

10.2 Adjustment of POH laser bias current1388

The bias current and the gain of the four or seven lasers of each POH can be adjusted individ-1389

ually. The setting of the bias current is scanned, keeping the gain at a constant value. A higher1390

setting leads to a higher current, which translates into an increased optical power received at1391

the FED. The receiver modules at the FED have a diagnostic feature which allows the DC pho-1392

tocurrent to be measured on each optical link individually. This is used to adjust the setting for1393

each laser such that the output current is above 0.1 mA. An example of a scan of the POH bias1394

current for one FED is shown in Fig. 41.1395
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10.3 TBM delay adjustment1396

The TBM delays have to be adjusted to synchronize the ROC readout data at 160 Mb/s with the1397

signal transmission speed of 400 Mb/s. The programming is done via 8-bit registers internal to1398

the TBM. The following delay settings are implemented:1399

• The phases of the 160 and 400 MHz clocks generated by the TBM PLL can be ad-1400

justed in steps of 0.4 and 1 ns, respectively.1401

• The timing of each group of ROCs that is multiplexed on the output data stream can1402

be adjusted in a range of 0-7 ns in steps of 1 ns.1403

• The token passed from the TBM to a group of ROCs can be delayed by 6.25 ns.1404

• The header/trailer sent by the TBM can be delayed by 6.25 ns.1405

The latter two delay settings are set to the values obtained from module testing. The setting1406

for the TBM PLL phases and the timing of the groups of ROCs are adjusted for each module.1407

The optimal values are obtained by scanning the delay setting and verifying the integrity of the1408

readout data package received by the FED. The set value is chosen in the center of the working1409

region and is found to be stable over the course of the data-taking period.1410

10.4 Threshold adjustment and noise measurement1411

The lowest possible value that can be chosen for the detection threshold of a given pixel is an1412

important performance parameter, since thresholds directly influence the position resolution.1413

The lower the threshold, the more effective is the charge sharing, resulting in a better position1414

resolution. However, with too low thresholds pixel noise starts saturating the double-column1415

readout and the ROCs stop acquiring data. The strategy adopted is to adjust each ROC to1416

its lowest possible threshold, which results in a relatively non-uniform threshold distribution1417

between different ROCs (with an RMS of about 150-200 e−). Within ROCs pixels are trimmed1418

to a very uniform threshold using the available 3-bit adjustment in each pixel (resulting in an1419

average RMS per ROC of about 75-100 e−). More details are given in Ref. [2]. Note that the1420

ROCs in BPIX L1 had to be adjusted to thresholds higher than the possible minimum due to1421

the larger cross talk noise; this will be discussed below.1422

In order to adjust the pixel thresholds a procedure similar to the one discussed in Section 3.6 is1423

used and the values obtained during module testing were used as starting points for the DAC1424

settings of the ROCs and trim bits for the pixels. The timing of the charge injection is adjusted1425

by performing a scan over the CalDel DAC.1426

The threshold and the noise are determined by recording the S-curves (as described in Sec-1427

tion 3.6) for a number of pixels per ROC. A subset of 81 pixels per ROC was found to be1428

sufficient to determine the average threshold and noise values per ROC. After the initial ad-1429

justment of the pixel thresholds periodic re-adjustments are needed. Radiation influences var-1430

ious parameters of the ROC, which results in threshold shifts. The pixel thresholds are closely1431

monitored over the course of the data-taking period, and re-adjusted if necessary. During the1432

technical stops in 2017 and at the beginning of 2018 the thresholds have been re-optimized.1433

The BPIX L2-4 thresholds stayed roughly constant at about 1400 e−, similarly for FPIX at about1434

1500 e−. For BPIX L1, because of the higher noise mentioned in Section 3.2, the thresholds had1435

to be higher, about 2600 e− in 2017. After optimization in 2018 the L1 thresholds were about1436

2200 e−.1437

Time walk, present in each discriminator, will delay low amplitude signals beyond the 25 ns1438

time window between LHC collisions. Such low amplitude signals will appear in the next1439
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bunch crossing and will be lost for reconstruction. The threshold needed for the signal charge1440

to be recorded in the correct bunch crossing is thus higher than the pixel threshold, and is1441

referred to as ”in-time” threshold. For the PSI46dig ROC the time-walk effect is small, about1442

300 e−. Therefore the in-time thresholds of the pixels in BPIX L2-L4 and FPIX is about 1700 e−1443

and 1800 e−, respectively. For the PROC600 the time walk is larger, about 1300 e−, therefore the1444

in-time threshold for L1 is about 3500 e−. This feature is corrected in the latest generation of1445

the PROC600 that will be installed in the L1 replacement for Run 3.1446

A better understanding of the detector and software improvements developed during the two-1447

year long data-taking period eventually showed that BPIX L1 could be operated at lower1448

thresholds. A test was made toward the end of the collision data-taking period in 2018, where1449

the thresholds in BPIX L1 were reduced by 700 e− without any negative effect. In addition the1450

new ROC to be used in the replaced L1 will have a much lower cross-talk noise. These improve-1451

ments suggest that for Run 3 the BPIX L1 can be operated with significantly lower thresholds1452

than before.1453

10.5 Pixel pulse height calibration1454

The most probable value of charge deposition for normally incident minimum-ionizing par-1455

ticles (MIPs) in a silicon sensor with a thickness of 285 µm is approximately 21 000 electrons.1456

This charge is frequently deposited over more than one pixel due to Lorentz drift and diffusion1457

of collected electrons, leading to charge clusters. An exact calibration of the pixel charge mea-1458

surement is crucial for a precise position resolution since the hit position is interpolated from1459

the charge information of all pixels in a cluster.1460

The conversion of pixel charge measurements from units of ADC counts to units of electrons1461

requires the calibration of the pixel response function. The calibration is performed by injecting1462

signals with increasing amplitude to each pixel and measuring the recorded pulse height, as1463

described in Section 3.6. For each pixel pulses with about 30 charge values are injected. The1464

pulse height curve is approximately linear below saturation, which happens at about 45 0001465

electrons, and is parameterized by the slope (gain) and offset (pedestal) of a linear fit. The ini-1466

tial values of the PHOffset and PHScale DACs, which adjust the pulse height gain and pedestal1467

for each ROC, were obtained from module testing and retuned at the beginning of data-taking,1468

to optimally center the pulse height within the ADC range. Due to radiation the optimal signal1469

settings change with time and need to be re-adjusted about once a year. The gain and pedestal1470

distributions measured in the detector are shown in Fig. 42. The pedestal variations have a1471

stronger influence on the hit resolution than the gain variations, therefore for hit charge recon-1472

struction the individual value of the pedestal per pixel is used, while only an average gain is1473

used for all pixels in a double column. The calibration of the internally injected charge is done1474

using values averaged over all ROCs obtained during module testing, as discussed in Section 3.1475

11 Operation and performance1476

11.1 Detector working fraction1477

The CMS Phase-1 pixel detector was exposed to the first collisions in May 2017. Initially the1478

detector working fraction was 98.4% for BPIX and 96.1% for FPIX, where the main cause of1479

failures in FPIX was due to an issue with the clock distribution in one sector. Further modules1480

had to be masked in BPIX due to issues in individual BPIX readout or power groups caused1481

by connector failures; this decreased the BPIX working fraction to 95.0%. However, towards1482

the end of 2017 the fraction of non-working modules was dominated by the failures of DC-DC1483
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Figure 42: Distribution of gain (left) and pedestal (right) for all pixels. The distributions for
L1 differ from the other layers because of the different design of the double column in the
PROC600.

converters described in Section 6.4, resulting in a working fraction of 90.9% and 85.0% for BPIX1484

and FPIX, respectively.1485

During the consolidation work in the LHC winter shutdown 2017/2018 all infrastructure fail-1486

ures were repaired and all DC-DC converters were replaced. Subsequently the functionality of1487

all detector components was verified and it was found that damage had occurred in modules1488

connected to broken DC-DC converters during the operation in 2017. In the pixel detector sys-1489

tem the granularity of the low voltage supply for the ROCs is finer than the granularity of the1490

high voltage supply for the silicon sensor bias. Therefore modules connected to broken DC-DC1491

converters were operated with high voltage on, but low voltage off. When the low voltage is1492

off, the pixel leakage current can no longer flow through the preamplifier structure of the ROC.1493

Instead the current will flow through the sensor bias grid, building up a voltage difference at1494

the input of the pixel preamplifier which can cause damage. The extent of damage depends on1495

the amount of leakage current (and thus the pixel detector module position) and the time oper-1496

ated without low voltage. All affected modules that were accessible without disassembling the1497

detector layers were replaced (6 out of 8 modules in BPIX L1). The modules that were severely1498

damaged and could not be replaced stayed disabled for data taking during 2018. This led to a1499

hit inefficiency of the pixel detector of about 1%.1500

The 2018 data taking started with a working BPIX detector fraction of about 98%, but decreased1501

to 93.5% due to faulty connections between PCBs (adapter board and extension board) in two1502

sectors, leading to three DC-DC converters being disconnected. The FPIX detector working1503

fraction was stable through the whole year at 96.7%.1504

11.2 Detector time and space alignment with first collisions1505

Before good quality data could be taken, additional calibrations, using tracks from collisions,1506

had to be carried out. First, a timing scan was performed. This procedure adjusts the phase of1507

the LHC clock to obtain the full hit recording efficiency in the pixel detector ROCs. It consists of1508

varying the clock phase and finding the range of the full efficiency plateau (Fig. 43). A working1509

point is then established within this plateau but close to the edge (the one which corresponds1510

to low signals) in order to optimize the readout for the small amplitude signals affected by time1511
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Figure 43: Efficiency of BPIX layers (left) and FPIX disks (right) as a function of the clock phase.
The vertical dashed lines indicate the chosen settings.

walk. This procedure has worked very well for FPIX and BPIX L3 and L4.1512

However, for BPIX L1 and L2 problems have been encountered. It was found that the two1513

versions of the ROCs (PROC600 and PSI46dig) have an internal timing difference of about1514

12 ns. This difference cannot be compensated because both layers receive the clock through the1515

same control links, and thus use the same phase adjustment. Despite of the shift, a common1516

working point could be found at the overlap of the two timing distributions. This is illustrated1517

in Fig. 43 (left), where the plateaus for L1 and L2 are shown together with the plateaus for L31518

and L4. The functionality of the phase adjustment added in the TBM to be used for the L11519

replacement will correct this feature.1520

For a proper reconstruction of the charged particle trajectories (or tracks) and their momentum1521

measurement the actual position of the sensors has to be known with an accuracy of 10 µm1522

or better. The procedure to determine the sensor positions (referred to as ”alignment”) relies1523

on cosmic and collision data and is described in Ref. [64]. While an initial alignment of the1524

large detector structures was obtained using tracks of cosmic ray muons collected before the1525

start of collisions in 2017, the final, module level, alignment required the use of collision tracks1526

originating from the center of CMS and reached a statistical accuracy of the module positions1527

of a few microns [65]. A full module level alignment of the pixel detector requires about a1528

week of collision data. A quicker, ladder/panel level, alignment can be done using a few hours1529

of collision data. The alignment procedure was repeated several times during the data taking1530

periods in 2017 and 2018.1531

11.3 SEU recovery mechanisms during operation1532

SEU cross sections have been measured for the 250 nm CMOS process used for the pixel de-1533

tector ROCs and TBMs [15]. The effect of SEUs on the operation of the pixel detector has been1534

evaluated and the needed remedy procedures have been put in place [15]. Most SEU effects1535

go unnoticed since they alter the detector response in a very minor way. However, with some1536

probability vital circuits will be affected, which causes interruption of the data readout of the1537

corresponding channel. In such cases one of two recovery procedures is initiated. In the first1538

procedure, which requires less time, a reset is issued to all readout chips, which clears and re-1539

enables the affected circuits. If a memory cell is corrupted, a reset is not sufficient and instead1540

a full reprogramming of all cells has to be performed. This recovery procedure takes more1541
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time and is performed less frequently. Typically, at the full LHC luminosity, such a recovery is1542

performed about once per hour.1543

In addition, in order to recover modules affected by SEUs in the TBMs that cannot be reset1544

(Section 3.3), parts of the pixel detector have to be periodically power-cycled. In the data taking1545

period in 2017 the power cycles were mainly done during collisions. Once the number of TBM1546

cores getting stuck reached a programmable threshold, the data taking was interrupted, the1547

power cycling was performed by disabling and enabling the DC-DC converters corresponding1548

to the power group with the blocked module, and the affected components were reconfigured.1549

To avoid any damage to the DC-DC converters (Section 6.4), in 2018 it was decided to power1550

cycle only during the LHC no-collision periods by switching on and off the corresponding1551

power supply channels. This simplifies the procedure, but also means that a larger fraction1552

of the detector is affected during data taking (up to 10% of modules in L1 during an LHC fill1553

cycle).1554

11.4 Detector response and performance monitoring1555

11.4.1 Charge measurement1556

As discussed in Section 10.5, in the procedure used to make the individual pixel response uni-1557

form, charge is injected into each pixel varying the Vcal DAC, and the response of each pixel1558

is calibrated. This calibration is used to express the charge in units of the negative elemen-1559

tary charge. To verify the correctness of this procedure, the charge deposited by particles is1560

monitored during data taking. In the reconstruction, hit pixels are combined to form clusters1561

(neighbouring pixels form a cluster) [3]. One cluster represents the charge deposited by a single1562

charged particle. Assuming that most clusters are due to MIPs, the charge can be described by1563

a Landau-like distribution. The shape of the Landau distribution is modified by the presence1564

of noise, out-of-time hits, hit inefficiencies or beam background events. In addition the cluster1565

charge is affected by radiation effects in the sensors (such as changes of the depletion voltage1566

or Lorentz angle) and in the ROCs (such as voltage drifts). Periodic recalibration can correct for1567

some of these effects, but not for all. Eventually, especially at the end of the lifetime of the de-1568

tector, the measured charge will be strongly affected by the reduced charge collection efficiency1569

after irradiation.1570

Figure 44 shows measured cluster charge distributions for BPIX and FPIX. For L1 the shape1571

of the charge distribution differs from the others. This is due to the higher thresholds and the1572

additional contribution of low charge clusters resulting from clusters broken by the PROC6001573

inefficiencies. The effect of charge loss can be seen in the measurement of the average charge1574

recorded in the pixel as a function of the production depth, measured from the surface of the1575

sensor. It can be measured by using tracks of charged particles crossing the sensor at a shallow1576

angle, which allows the estimation of the charge production depth [66]. A result of such a1577

measurement before and after irradiation is shown in Fig. 45. For an unirradiated sensor the1578

charge profile should be flat, as the sensor is fully efficient. After irradiation larger charge1579

losses are seen for larger depth: charge released further from the collection plane has to drift1580

over a larger distance, being more sensitive to the effect of charge trapping. The distributions in1581

Fig. 45 deviate, increasingly with irradiation, from a flat response. The charge loss can be partly1582

recovered by increasing the bias voltage and by annealing the sensor at a higher temperature1583

(also shown in Fig. 45). Beyond a certain irradiation level full charge collection cannot be1584

recovered anymore and the data reconstruction will have to deal with strongly asymmetric1585

charge profiles, leading to a degraded position resolution. This is partly recovered by a proper1586

modeling of the radiation effects in the offline reconstruction.1587
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Figure 44: Cluster charge for the four BPIX layers (left) and the three FPIX disks (right). The dis-
tributions are fit with a Landau function convoluted with a Gaussian function. The increased
number of clusters with low charge in BPIX L1 is due to broken clusters caused by inefficiencies
of the PROC600.

Figure 45: Cluster charge profile measured in BPIX L1 as a function of sensor depth. The cluster
charge profiles are shown for different years of data taking, different settings of the bias voltage
and different annealing times. update plot with version corrected by track length

11.4.2 Lorentz angle1588

The value of the Lorentz angle (introduced in Section 3.1) affects the position resolution of the1589

pixel hits. It depends strongly on the bias voltage of the sensor and is also affected by the1590

radiation damage. This means that in order to obtain the optimal position resolution the LA1591

has to be regularly monitored.1592

The measured LA is used in the data reconstruction process to obtain an optimal position res-1593

olution and to minimize a potential bias in the hit reconstruction. There are two methods to1594

measure the LA [67]. One uses tracks with shallow incident angles to the sensor surface to1595

measure the charge drift in large pixel clusters. This is used for BPIX modules. The second1596

one looks at track incident angles for which the cluster size is the smallest and is used for FPIX1597
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Figure 46: Charge drift as a function of the depth at which the charge was generated for BPIX
L2. The slope of the linear fit is interpreted as the tangent of the Lorentz angle.

Table 5: Values for the tangent of the Lorentz angle, tan(θLA), at the beginning of 2017 for the
BPIX layers. All layers were operated at a bias voltage of 100 V at the beginning of data taking
in 2017.

BPIX L1 BPIX L2 BPIX L3 BPIX L4
tan(θLA) 0.532± 0.001 0.514± 0.001 0.520± 0.001 0.508± 0.002

modules.1598

Figure 46 illustrates the method to measure the LA in the BPIX detector. It shows the average1599

charge drift as a function of its production depth and reflects the value of the LA (see Ref. [67]1600

for details). A linear function is fitted to the central, linear, part of the distribution where the1601

LA is constant. The average slope of the charge drift versus generation depth is interpreted as1602

the tangent of the LA. The LA values measured at the beginning of the 2017 data taking are1603

shown in Table 5.1604

11.4.3 Detector hit efficiency1605

The hit efficiency is one of the two most important performance parameters for the pixel de-1606

tector. High cluster hit detection efficiency is mandatory in order to maintain a good track1607

pattern recognition and b-tagging performance [3, 68]. Therefore the hit efficiency is carefully1608

being monitored by measuring the probability that a cluster is found in a pixel detector layer1609

to which a reconstructed track has been extrapolated. This efficiency is sometimes referred to1610

as ”sensor efficiency” and describes the probability that the silicon sensor registered a hit from1611

a passing charged track. The search window for matching hits is set to a rather large value of1612

1 mm in order to include hits with poor position resolution. Bad position resolution can be due1613

to various effects, like: presence of delta-rays, single dead or inefficient pixels, or sensor edge1614

effects.1615

One of the dominant effects which affects the cluster hit efficiency measurement is the so-called1616

”dynamical” inefficiency explained in Section 3.2. This effect can lead to temporary inefficiency1617
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Figure 47: Pixel hit efficiency as a function of instantaneous luminosity.

due to loss of data in a single pixel or in the whole double column. The loss mechanism de-1618

pends strongly on the data rate, which in turn depends on the instantaneous luminosity and1619

the pixel detector layer position (mainly the radius). There is also a weak dependence on the1620

trigger rate.1621

The cluster hit efficiency measured as a function of instantaneous luminosity is shown in1622

Fig. 47, split into different BPIX layers and FPIX disks. Even at an instantaneous luminosity1623

of 2× 1034 cm−2 s−1, the cluster hit efficiency for BPIX L2-L4 and FPIX is larger than 99%. De-1624

spite the low rate inefficiency discussed in Section 3.2, the cluster hit efficiency in L1 is well1625

above 99% for low instantaneous luminosities due to the fact that periodic resets are sent dur-1626

ing operation. At luminosities above 1.4× 1034 cm−2 s−1 the hit efficiency in L1 drops, reaching1627

a value of 97.5% at 2× 1034 cm−2 s−1. Note that the inefficiency using the PROC600 is still far1628

lower than what it would have been when using the PSI46dig chip also in L1, and it will be1629

further improved when using the revised version of the PROC600 in the replacement of L1 to1630

be installed during LS2.1631

11.4.4 Position resolution1632

Together with the efficiency the position resolution is the most important performance param-1633

eter of the detector. It is sensitive to many effects and must be regularly measured. Several1634

aspects of the CMS data analysis depend directly on the position resolution, namely the b-1635

tagging, the secondary vertex resolution and the primary vertex identification [3, 68].1636

The position resolution is monitored using the ”triplet” method [69]. It uses the tracks mea-1637

sured by the whole tracker detector together with the hits in two pixel detector layers to predict1638

the hit position in a third layer. Whenever possible this third layer is located in-between the1639

other two and the hit position is interpolated. For outer layers, extrapolation from neighbour-1640

ing layers is used. The interpolated/extrapolated position is then compared with the measured1641

hit position and residuals are calculated. The residual distribution is fitted using a Gaussian or1642

a Student’s t function in order to estimate its width. The width of the residual distribution is1643

closely related to the hit position resolution (sometimes called ”point resolution”) of the layer1644

under study, but also includes contributions from detector alignment and the accuracy of the1645
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Figure 48: Pixel hit residuals for BPIX L3 in rφ (left) and z direction (right).

measurement of the hits in other layers used for the track interpolation.1646

The resolution is measured separately for the two directions along the pixels, rφ and z in BPIX1647

and r and φ in FPIX. The measured value depends on the track angle and often on the radial1648

position of the layer. Figure 48 shows an example of the fitted residuals for BPIX L3. For BPIX1649

L3 the fitted width of the residual distribution is 9.5 µm in the rφ direction and 22.2 µm in the1650

z direction. This is very close to the result obtained from simulation, 12.2 µm and 24.1 µm, re-1651

spectively, which shows that the position resolution is well understood and correctly modeled.1652

The width of the residual distribution is used to monitor the position resolution over time.1653

12 Summary1654

The original silicon pixel detector of the CMS experiment at the CERN LHC has been replaced1655

with an upgraded pixel detector during the extended year-end technical stop of the LHC in1656

2016/2017. The CMS Phase-1 pixel detector features an additional innermost barrel layer and1657

additional forward disks. It has four-hit coverage up to an absolute value of pseudorapidity1658

of 2.5, improving pattern recognition and track reconstruction, but also adding redundancy to1659

mitigate hit losses. The upgraded system is able to cope with significantly higher data rates1660

because of the new readout chip design and the increased bandwidth of the digital data trans-1661

mission via optical links. The CMS Phase-1 pixel detector has been successfully taking data in1662

2017 and 2018 and, together with the other CMS subsystems, delivered high-quality physics1663

data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of more than 100 fb−1. During LS2 the in-1664

nermost barrel layer of the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector will be replaced in order to maintain1665

efficient and robust tracking at CMS until the end of Run 3.1666
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13 Glossary of special terms and acronyms1667

ADC: Analog-to-digital converter
AMS: Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer
BPIX: Barrel pixel detector
CalDel: DAC setting to adjust the delay of the calibration signal in the ROC
CCU: Communication and control unit chip, used in the auxiliary electronics

of the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector
CFK: Carbon fiber reinforced polymer
CMS: Compact Muon Solenoid
D1: First disk of the forward pixel detector
D2: Second disk of the forward pixel detector
D3: Third disk of the forward pixel detector
DAC: Digital-to-analog converter
DAQ: Data acquisition
DC: Direct current
DELAY25: Delay chip, used in the auxiliary electronics of the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector
DLT: Digital level-translator chip, used in the auxiliary electronics

of the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector
DOH: Digital opto-hybrid, used in the auxiliary electronics of the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector
DTB: Digital test board
FPIX: Forward pixel detector
FEC: Front-end controller, used in the DAQ system of the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector
FED: Front-end driver, used in the DAQ system of the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector
FZ: Float zone
HDI: High-density interconnect
HL-LHC: High-luminosity LHC
HV: High voltage
IV: Current-voltage
L1: First layer of the barrel pixel detector
L2: Second layer of the barrel pixel detector
L3: Third layer of the barrel pixel detector
L4: Forth layer of the barrel pixel detector
L1A: CMS level-1 trigger accept signal
LA: Lorentz angle
LCDS: Low-current differential signal
LHC : Large Hadron Collider
LHCb VELO :Vertex locator subdetector of the LHCb detector at the LHC
LLD: Linear laser driver chip, used in the auxiliary electronics of the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector
LS1: Long Shutdown 1 (2013-2014)
LS2: Long Shutdown 2 (2019-2020)
MIP: Minimum-ionizing particle
MPO: Multi-fiber Push On connector for optical fibers
NRZI: Non-Return to Zero Inverted, encoding scheme
PHScale: DAC setting to adjust the gain of the ADC in the pulse height measurement in the ROC
PHOffset: DAC setting to adjust the offset of the ADC in the pulse height measurement in the ROC
2-PACL: Two-phase accumulator controlled loop
PCB: Printed circuit board
PIA: Peripheral interface adapter
PxFEC: Pixel front-end controller, used in the DAQ system of the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector
PLL: Phase-locked loop
POH: Pixel opto-hybrid, used in the auxiliary electronics of the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector
PP0: Patch panel 0, used for the CMS tracker detector, located at the far end of the detector
PP1: Patch panel 1, used for the CMS tracker detector, located at the edge of the solenoid
PROC600: Name of the readout chip used in BPIX L1 of the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector
PSI46dig: Name of the readout chip used in BPIX L2-L4 and FPIX of the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector
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PSI46: Name of the readout chip used in the original CMS pixel detector
PUC: Pixel unit cell
ROC: Readout chip
Run 1: First data-taking period at the LHC (2009-2012)
Run 2: Second data-taking period at the LHC (2015-2018)
Run 3: Third data-taking period at the LHC (2021-2024)
SEU: Single-event upset
TBM: Token bit manager chip
TBM08: Name of the TBM used in BPIX L3-L4 and FPIX of the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector
TBM09: Name of the TBM used in BPIX L2 of the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector
TBM10: Name of the TBM used in BPIX L1 of the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector
TkFEC: Tracker front-end controller, used in the DAQ system of the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector
TPLL: Tracker PLL chip, used in the auxiliary electronics of the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector
TPG: Thermal pyrolytic graphite
TOSA: Transmitter optical subassemblies
QPLL: Quartz-based PLL chip, used in the auxiliary electronics of the CMS Phase-1 pixel detector
UBM: Under-bump metallization
USC55: Underground service cavern at the CMS experiment
UXC55: Underground experimental cavern at the CMS experiment
Vana: DAC setting to adjust the analog voltage regulator in the ROC
Vcal: DAC setting to adjust the amplitude of the calibration signal in the ROC
VthrComp: DAC setting to adjust the pixel threshold globally in the ROC
Vtrim: DAC setting to adjust the range of the trim bits in the ROC
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